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In response to a Review news 
story, North Saanich council 
have decided to investigate their 
powers over hunters within 1000 
yards of the municipal shoreline.
Displaying a copy of an article 
headlined “Tame Geese Meet 
Gunfire Near Sidney”, Aid. Doug 
Boon said he had contacted one of 
the persons quoted in the story to 
determine exactly where the 
shooting had taken place.
He was told that some ducks 
had been shot w'ithin the North 
Saanich water lease, and thus 
questioned the validity of a B.C. 
Government Wildlife Branch 
employee’s comment that “it was 
perfectly legal for them to be 
hunting.”
The majority of the hunting 
took place outside the 
municipality’s water lease area, 
admitted Boon, but .some did 
take place within it — and he 
wondered why the North Saanich 
firearm by-law did not apply. The 
by-law prohibits the discharge of 
firearms within municipal 
boundaries.
Possibly there w'as some 
problem as a result of the 
firearms by-law preceeding the 
granting of the water leases by 
three years. Boon rrmsed, but if 
this was the case “there is need 
for some amendment how. ”
Mayor Trevor Davis said he 
■felt the district’s letters patent 
would cover such an eventuality ,
■ but received disagreement from 
clerk Ted Fairs, who felt that the 
letters patent covered zoning 
matters only in the foreshore 
:;area.''^'",^>'
“Then can we not set ourselves 
up to control firearms on the 
water lease,” asked Boon, saying 
he thought it was a “damn shame
that people are going out there 
just to bang-bang, duck-duck, 
goose-goose.”
Told that the water lease was 
conditional for recreational 
purposes only. Boon said his idea 
of recreation wasn’t hunting 
birds: “1 enjoy watching them.”
Residents of the area had 
expressed concern with the 
hunting, primarily because the 
birds being gunned down were 
very tame — and in some cases 
had been fed throughout last 
winter.
North Saanich municipal clerk 
will investigate what protective 
action the district can take in its 





Saanich school board chairman 
Rubymay Parrott will seek re- 
election in the Nov. 17 civic 
elections, she announced Mon-
■'day:/' ,
Mrs. Parrott — a six-year 
veteran of the board— has 
served as chairman of school 
district 63’s board since 1970.
Saanich trustee: Ann Foerster, 
completing her first terra on the 
board, will':also seek re-elctioh:
Trustee ; Jack Armstrong, a 
board member for six years, has 
not yet decided whether to seek 
re-election or not.
“I feel that a person with my 
experience in education and my 
philosophy, which is con­





A meeting to explain the 
proposed agricultural land 
reserve plan for the Saanich 
Peninsula — prepared for the 
provincial government by the 
Capital Regional Board — will be 
held FYiday at the Saanichton 
fairgrounds.
The meeting, called by the 
regional board’s information 
service branch, will start at 7:30 
p.rn. in the agricultural hall at 
the fairgrounds, a release from 
the board said this week.
The meeting is one of five 
scheduled t>y the board, all 
designed to present its amended 
plans to the public before they go 
to the provincial land use com­
mission.
lY-eliminary objections to the 
board’s plans — which were 
drafted with the assistance of the 
councils of the three peninsula 
municipalities — will also be 
heard at the meeting this week 
“with a view to expediting the 
formal public hearing to be held 
Oct. 29,” the release said.
Regional district directors and 
board staff will attend all five 
meetings, slated for Salt Spring 
Island, Sooke, Saanichton and the 






‘Insult’ To No. Saan
An application by Canoe Cove 
Marina for extension of their 
water lease is not likely to be 
easily granted — if events at 
North Saanich Council on 
Monday are an indication.
Reporting to council for the 
planning and zoning committee, 
Aid. Doug Boon explained that 
the committee unanimously 
agreed that the proposed ex­
tension had “a number of un­
desirable features” — yet felt 
they didn’t have all the in­
formation necessary to make a 
recommendation to council.
He did, however, recommend 
further study by the committee, 
and solicitation of the public’s 
views on the application.
At the conclusion of his report.
tension was read to council by 
clerk Ted fairs.
Endorsed by 15 nearby 
property owners, the petition 
opposed the extension of Canoe 
Cove facilities — especially a 
breakwater — on ecological and 
esthetic grounds.
Listing five separate points, the
petitioners felt the marina 
proposal would :
“Increase bilge pumping and 
boating allied oil pollution in the 
only naturally protected an­
chorage on the North Peninsula.
“Disrupt the flushing tidal 
action through Canoe Cove which
Continued on Page 2
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THE BIG LIFT. A crane working at the C.P.R. ferry 
dock on Dolphin Road also gets pressed into service 
for boat launching.
Sidney ’s air cadets are the best in British Columbia ~ again.
The Kinsmen No. 676 squadron won the D.R. MacLaren trophy as 
top air cadet unit in the province for the fourth straight year in Van- 
.couyerthis week.' 'rU;,;/.
This Sidney sejuadron also received an’award for having the be^ 
bandy the third year in a row the Sidney cadet band has been singled 
out'for:, the-bonor.
“he squadron, wdth close to 90 members; parades at Patricia Bay 
Airport,
Announcement of the four-year achievement of the Sidney cadets 
was made Saturday in Vancouver, at the annual meeting of the B.C. 
Committee of the Air Cadet League of Canada.
Over 100 civilian and armed forces representatives -- representing 
the province’s 38 air cadet squadrons — amended the annual meeting, 
at which W.A.B. Gabriel, of Sidney, was elected the area vice- 
chairman for Vancouver Island South.
Capt. David Price commanded the Sidney squadron, during the 
period when the awards were won.
The bylaw which authorizes 
aldermen to borrow $976,(K)0 to 
build a recreation, complex in 
Sidney was given second and 
third readings at council’s 
meeting last Tuesday night.
It now requires only one more 
reading to become a legal 
authorization for the borrowing 
— but that final reading can’t be 
given yet, in fact can’t be given 
until after the Nov. 17 civic 
elections..;
And whether or not the reading 
is ever given depends on how the 
voters respond to a question put 
before them bn the ballot in that 
election.
If the voters say they approve 
of the proposed cornplexj council { 
will then “ empowered to ' givb 
the loan authorization bylaw final 
reading;and, therefore, to build 
the, cpmplexv'
Should the voters indicate they 
do not wish the complex to be 
constfucted, the bylaw will be 
allowed to die in third reading.
If it is ever given fourth 
reading, the bylaw will allow 
Sidney council to borrow not 
more than $976,000 for con­
struction of the complex, whose 
final cost could go as high as $1.3 
million.:,'.
The balance of the money 
would come from federal arid 
provincial grants.
How much would a loan oL 
$976,000 cost Sidney taxpayers?:
At the ’’meeting last week, 
municipal clerk-treasurerjGebffi' 
Logan told couricil it woidd mean?; 
boosting the tovra’s mill r“ by ! 
five or six mills a year dyer the 
next ;20 years.
mill r- to each taxpayer 
— is worth about $6 or $7, that 
;mearis“xes“uld rise bbtwe^
; $30 and $45; for * each taxpayOT? 
each year, for the next 20 years.?c 
Y; All told; each taxpayer would ? 
pay between $600 and $900 for the 
sports complex —- a little less? 
than nine cents a day for the next 
two''decades.'..'
STREET RIOTS WON’T HAPPEN AGAIN
By 8 p.m. the street had been 
barricaded with benches and 
strands of heavy-duty cable 
stretched from utility pole to 
utility pole on both sides of the 
road.
Roving crowds of youths — 
whose total number was 
e.stimated at between 300 and 400 




unlucky enough to wander into 
the area were pelted with eggs, 
water bombs, rotten fruit and 
vegetables and ob.scenities.
Old tires arid cable spools were 
rolled at cars which ventured into 
the area.
Shortly after eight, three police 
cars arrived at the .scene,
Five .smiling policemen began 
trying to calm down the near- 
hysterical yontlKs wlio were 
creating the most havoc,
For their efforts, (he police 
were rewarded witli a barrage of 
eggs and obscenities, nVany 
hurled by youths no more than 12 
years oldi
Finally, late in the evening, the 
police collared aIxnit a dozen of 
the yonth.s, hu.stled tliem into 
|X)lico crtiisers and br'gan the 
drive back to the station ... along 
the way, the cars were the 
targets of more eggs, rnorc 
vegelnhles, more hurleti o))- 
"scenities, '
‘ 'tU •*’ *
CROWDS OF YOUTH in front of post offico wave 
at newsmen. Cables in foreground were stretched 
from one side of the street to the other, blocking 
traffic.
At the fitalion itsiolf, eggx were 
thrown Ihnnigh the oiwn ddog, 
.spattering the interior of tlie 
building with runny yolks and 
white.s. !t:
No charge,s, were laid; the 
parent,s ol tin: 12 ymiths in 
cii.slody were plioiied and asked
to come pick up their children.
The youths who had been 
collared by police were the only 
ones who seemed at all repen­
tant; the others seemed to regard 
it all as one big lark.
A riot in a major .South 
American city?
A peace demonstration gone 
wrong in Chicago?
An anti-police rally in Van­
couver?
No ... Halloween in Sidney iast 
year.
What went wrong?
How (lid it happen, here, (d all 
place.s?
. Why? ,,
For w(?eks after it had hap- 
(Xiiied. those qiiesUons were pul 
to the youth of the community by 
par(?nts, by teachers, by couii" 
.sellors, by the police*.
The answer which invariably 
came hack made sease, in a 
irorvi rted, distorted way: ”Tlioi e 
was,nothing else to do”.
And there hadn't been.
And in council chambers and 
conference rooms all over the 
tbwii, groups of adullH and police 
iM'gan meeting, making plans, 
discu8.'iing alternatives -« 
jxiciutse, they were dtHurmined, 
It,wasn't going to happen again.
LasI week ,s(>nie of tlumt plans 
iH'gan to lake on more definite 
sliape,
At Sidney council’s meeting on 
Oct. 9 aldermen began to con­
sider activities for the town’s 
youth this Halloween.
They didn’t make any firm 
decisions on what kind of en­
tertainment will be offered; that 
decision was left to the recreation 
commission.
They did vote to spend up to 
$400 on whatever activities the 
commission recommends.
Aid. Pat Mcrretl, council’s 
representative on the com­
mission, said Friday the main 
event for youth tfjis Haliowcen 
will probably Imj a dance.
Whore the dance will be held 
hasn’t been decided, nor what 
other activities will be (iffered.
But — whether a dance or a 
iKinfirc -- something will be 
offered for the youth to do.
Those who don't take ad­
vantage of it may find them- 
selves ill serious trouble this 
year,
Mayor Stan Dear reported lust 
week he had discussed pinna with 
local HCMF, whose NCO-in- 
ehnrge had told him charges 
would Iw laid against offenders 
this year,
The town is bracing itself for 
another Halloween
And wliat happened last year 
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Churches are no exception to 
the rule that all engaging in new 
construction at present are 
battling costs.
Members of Brentwood College 
Memorial Chapel, 792 Sea Drive, 
Brentwood Bay, are building a 
vicarage alongside the chapel.
An appeal for $2,630 has been 
launched to close the gap bet­
ween the contract price and the 
available loan ceiling.
Response to date has been 
encouraging.
The home for the new vicar. 
Rev. Will Dobson, and his wife 
occupies a lot given to the parish 
some years ago by the owner of 
most of the site of the former 
Brentwood College, destroyed by 
fire in 1947 and since relocated at 
Mill Bay on the former solarium 
site.
The new vicarage is expected 
to be occupied near the year’s 
end.
A display of antique toys will be 
featured on the stage in the main 
hall.
Anyone with a child’s toy older 
than 1930, who would be willing to 
loan it for this display, should 
also phone Mrs. Hutt.
Fettttastfl€i Clwfes Ita Mew&tv
PARENTS WITHOUT 
partners
Parents Without Partners had 
a wide range of monthly ac­
tivities, including hikes in the 
park, picnics in the woods, 
Weiner roasts on the beach and 
beach combing trips.
Saturday, Oct. 20 there will be 
house party, to be held at a 
member’s home.
For more information, phone 
656-3534, 656-4462, or write P.O. 
Box 2192, Sidney.
Capt. Razenberg was 
welcomed to the local unit, which 
has received financial assistance 
from the Lions for some time.
Lt. Col. Vipond showed a new 
film, taken this summer, of 
various activities of the HMCS 
Quadra program, both nautical 
and general.
Two students who have 
recently been awarded Lions 
scholarships were introduced by 
Don Mackinnon.
Michelle Gagnier, who intends 





The bmlding fund committee 
and the members of the North 
and South Saanich Agricultural 
Society are working hard these 
days, preparing for the hobby 
show and Christmas sale which 
will take place on Nov. 3 and 4, in 
the main hall complex at the 
fairgrounds. East Saanich Road, 
Siaanichton.
Anyone interested in showing a
hobby—" Single, collectiori or 
other -^ should phone C.D. Clive, 
652-1770, or Mrs. Hutt, 652-1540.
OAPO NUMBER 25 
A special social afternoon will 
be held Thursday, Oct. 18, at 1:45 
p.m. in the senior citizens’ ac­
tivity centre on Resthaven Drive.
The social will be sponsored by 
the Old Age Pensioners’ 
Organization, Number 25.
Bus transportation will be 
available.
was awarded a $200 scholarship 
and Michael Hudson, who is to 
study medicine, was awarded a 
$100 scholarship.
Both were presented with 
cheques by the president.
SAANICH PENINSULA 
ARTS AND CRAFTS 
A showing and sale of original 
paintings by members of the 
Saanich Peninsula Arts and 
Crafts Club will be held at the 
Hillside Shopping Centre in 
Victoria on Monday, Oct. 29, and 
Saturday, Nov. 3.
PYTHIAN SISTERS 
Victory Temple No. 36, Pythian 
Sisters, met in the Knights of 
Pythias Hall in Sidney last 
Tuesday, Oct. 9, for its regular 
meeting.
Mrs. D.C. Dickeson was in the 
chair.
Final plans for the fall bazaar, 
to be held Saturday, Oct. 27, were 
made at the meeting.
Arrangements were also made 
for members attending the 
district five convention being
held in Duncan in early 
November.
The monthly card party will be 
held in the hall on Friday, Oct. 20.





The Rest Haven Hospital 
Auxiliary’s monthly meeting was 
held on Wednesday, Oct. 10, in the 
hospital lounge, with 24 members 
present.
Due to the illness of the 
president Mrs. C. D. Clive, the 
chair was taken by Mrs. L. Hafer.
Tentative plans were made for 
the Cliristmas tea.
Mrs. S. R. Gibbs showed a 
sample ol the floral 
arrangements placed on the 
patients’ trays on Thanksgiving
^^Mrs. H. G. north explained 
about the building of the new 
hospital and how it was 
progressing, but added Res 
Haven Hospital will still be 
needed for a long time to come.
BRENTWOOD TOPS 
Brentwood TOPS, Chapter 980, 
will hold its annual bazaar in the 
Brentwood United Church Hall, 
7162 West Saanich Road, on 
Monday evening, Oct. 22.
The bazaar will be opened at 
7:30 p.m. by the area supervisor, 
Mary Gibbons, and will have 
stalls of home baking, flowers 
and produce, gifts and novelties, 
sewing and white elephant.
There will be a door prize and a 
surprise draw, and a cake 
decorating demonstration will be 
given during the evening.
FIGHT CANOE COVE
SIDNEY LIONS CLUB 
A meeting of the Sidney Lions 
Club was held in the Peacock 
Restaurant Oct. 9, with president 
Alex Moffoot welcoming several 
guests.
Introducing the former com­
manding officer of the Sidney sea 
cadets, Lt. Col. Vipond — now in 
charge of the sea cadet program 
at HMCS Quadra in Comox -- the 
president noted the presence of
the new commanding officer of
the local sea cadet group, Capt 
Hank Razenberg
Continued from Page I 
presently dissipates the frequent 
light oil slicks prevalent in the 
area due to bilge pumping and 
miscellaneous spills.
“Be an esthetic disaster to 
further extend the motley 
assortment of Canoe Cove 
boathouses and wharfs.
“Disrupt the shoreside and 
upland view property owners 
outlook.
“We further submit,” the 
petition said, ‘‘that the existing 
hedge podge of misaligned 
floating sheds is an insult to 
North Saanich and should be 
corrected with structures 
comparable to the accompanying 
photos of a mainland facility.
“A comparison is invitee 
between proper structures and 
the Canoe Cove eyesore. ”
On Tuesday morning a second 
^tition was being circulated 
which also opposed the ap­
plication, but included a general 
criticism of North Saanich 
marinas in general. It, 
presumably, will be presented to 
council before their next 
meeting.
Opening with reference to; a 
Review^tiCle od the water lease 
application, tlie? petitioners ex
press^ t?heir ?“mbst vigorous 
opposition?^ . fop the following 
reasons:”
‘‘The proposed breakwater (so 
called), extending ? from the 
south-east extremity of Canoe 
Cove property on Swartz Head, 
presumably in a south-easterly 
ditectibrir* to : within 300 ft; of: 
?Musclow Island, would afford 
absolutely nil protection from the 
south-east and southerly gales 
which constitute the only serious 
hazard to small craft and shore 
installations in Canoe Bay.
"Tidal circulation in the bay, 
which, up to the present time has 
maintained a reasonably ac­
ceptable pollution level, would be 
cut off or seriously reduced, 
inevitably resulting in extensive 
contamination of the sheltered 
waters south-west of Goudge and 
Fernie Islands.
“Canoe Cove Marina has in the 
past, as evidenced by the motley 
array of non standard and poorly 
constructed boat-houses and 
floats displayed an almost total 
disregard for the aesthetic and
environmental values ol the area.
Any further extension of their 
water lease, without a veiy 
drastic change in policy and 
direction, will only ensure fui’ther 
offensive construction. A com­
parison of the attached 
photographs of marina 
developments at Canoe Cove, 
versus some Vancouver 
establishments is suggested and 
self explanatory.
The foregoing criticism of 
developments in the Canoe Bay 
area pertain also to other marina 
related projects under North 
Saanich jurisdiction. It is 
strongly recommended' that a 
thorough survey and engineering 
study of this important resource 
be undertaken by competent and 
experienced personnel prior to
approval of any further ap­
plications of this nature. It is 
suggested that such a survey 
would be eligible for funding 
under the L-I P- 
In addition to the above 
recommendation, it would ap­
pear prudent to investigate the 
authority under which Canoe 
Cove Marine has recently ex­
tended their land area and 
parking lot by: the simple ex­
pedient of filling in the bay.:Does
: this mean that other owners of 
waterfront property can do 
likewise"? If sp^ it would appear to 
be>bnly a question of time until;
this "attractive bay i ceases to 
exist, thereby eliminating the 
need for so called breakwaters.
? :lt is further suggested that the 
subject*aipplicatibri is? ttii$lbdding
and primarily intended to obtain 
authority for further invasion of 
Canoe Bay with land fill . thereby 
affording improved. access and 
parking in the immediate vicinity 
of existing and additional 
moorage facilities otherwise too 
far removed from the shore line 
for efficient operation.
'Hie statement by the manager 
of Canoe Cove Marina to the 
effect that the proposed fill would 
provide a clear advantage to the 
lx)ating fraternity, is almost too
ridiculous to deserve comment; 
if we were to agree with this 
argument it would then become 
even more advantageous to close 
off Iriquois, Page and Canoe 
Passes also, and how about
haveActive Pass? Accidents 
happened there also.
Council will advise the 
petitioners of their decision to 
continue investigation of the 
application.
Sidney Nearly-New, Old & Antiques
NOW OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK
10 a.rn. -6 p.m.




9:30 a.m. Carpet bowling 
10.00 a.m. Liquid embroidery and weaving




10.00 a.m. Needlepoint; keep-fit, with volley ball, badminton and
table tennis.
1.00 p.m. Knitting ,
2.00 p.m. Jacko
7.00 p.m. Evening cards
. . SATURDAY, OCT. 20 ?
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Open for drop-ins
6.30p.m.HardTimesdanceandsupper
;.??- MONDAY, OCT/22
10.00 a.m. Quilting, ceramics, swimming at Sidney Hotel pool.
1.00 p.m: French conversation, ceramics ' ?;
?* 2.00'p.m;:;;Eilms^:’???'??:?.:: ?;'.: —?■?"
' 7.00 p.m. Carpet bovvling v^^^^
TUESDAY, Oct. 2*3
10.00 a .m. Seranaders’ practice, painting ... oils
100 p.m. Painting .:. oils and w’atercolors
1.15 p.m. Whist? .
;; ''/.^WEDNESDAY, OCT. 24' / ? '?
10 00 a.m. Rug hooking, novelties.
10.30 a.m. Mah-Jongg 
Noon Hot dinner
2.00 p.m. Concert, with The Niedermans
7.00 p.m. Band practice
DAILY
Library, cards, shufflcboard, carpel bowling, morning coffee, light 
lunches and afternoon tea served Monday to B’riday with a special hot 







1971 Ford Torino Station Wagon standard
very dean
1971 LT.O. Station Wagon, V8 automatic, power 
steering & brake, radio, factory air 
conditioning, wood siding, roof rack.
1969 Chevrolet ^omad Station Wagon standard
;■■?■;?*?? radio- ':;.^???;-,„_ "'■?'■??,': ■■■'JTJ
1969 Oldsmobile Delta 88 2 door hard^^
:""T/."??, power,::one?0wner.,
1969 Pontiac 2 door hard top V8 automatic, power
steering and brakes. Radio.
1966 Volkswagen Settle with radio 
1965 Rambler V8 automatic
1965 Chevrolet panel, 6 cylinder automatic^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
1965 Chevrolet station wagon, V8 standard
1965 Galaxie 500 sedan, V8 automatic, power steer­
ing and brakes. Radio. ^ ^
1964 Fairlane 500 2 door hard top, V8 automatic, 
power steering and brakes. Radio.
1963 Acadian 2 door hard top, radio
■ ■■ "V,.
CREDIT UNION TERi DEPOSITS
ARE CURRENTLY CREATING A
GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST












REDEllM ABLE AT ANY TIME
^ SAANICH PENINSULA SAVINGS 
CREDIT UNION
not,con MiUl locfhiwi 
2297 B0«soq Avartue . 
Sldruiy, Bf.).
. RoviU OflK locfttioiv* . BmrtlAoasl 
451^2 WtiUl GomVcb Hoad ?!;-l Wo<.i
“ Offtr'ilwOOLl BAV,
Toleplumc 0KM116 . ,?Vitstorlii. 0,C, Tfiletphona 479-1631
TMllRSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY October 18 19 20 
1.. ^
FANTASIA SHAG
COMPLETE WITH UNDERLAY 
& INSTALLAtlON
Reg.’io.95 $049 SQ-ID
IbONRNZH special © INSTALLS
CADET




IDEAL FOR BEDROOMS RUMPUS 
ROOMS ETC. REG.4.95
BONAZA SPECIAL SQ. YD. bonanza SPECIAL SQ. YD.
SEE OUR FLOOR COVERING DEPT. FOR MANY OTHER NON
advertised specials
.2046 KEATING X ROAD
6S2-1121
iMfWIffWHIiMlIll
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Double-Ring Ceremony Joins Janis,
Keith, In Shady Creek United Rites
A double ring ceremony 
solemnized marriage vows in the 
aady Creek United Church Sept.
8, when the Rev. John Wood 
united Janis Lynne Zimmer and 
Keith Gary Wood in marriage.
The bride, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. P. Zimmer of Victoria, was 
given in marriage by her father.
She wore a classic Elizabethan 
gown, of peau’d’ elegance of silk 
embroidered lace, featuring 
Camelot sleeves and enhanced by 
a fully-sweeping train.
A capulet of lace flowers and 
Chantilly lace held her fingertip 
veil of illusion net.
She carried .a cascade bouquet 
of orange Garnet roses, white 
roses, stephenotis and baby’s 
breath.
Maid of honor was Miss Dona 
Hunton-, Miss Barbara Horton 
was bridesmaid.
Both wore identical floor- 
length gowns of coral organiza, 
complimented with white picture 
hats.
They carried colonial bouquets, 
of salmon pink carnations and 
white roses.
The flower girl — the groom’s 
niece, Janis Hunter — wore a 
long coral dress and carried a 
basket of carnations and roses, 
with a matching floral headband.
The groom’s brother, Terry 
Wood, was best man, with Doug 
Jacobs and Dick Schut acting as 
ushers.
For the reception, at the 
fireman’s lounge, the head table 
featured a four-tiered cake, 
decorated by the groom’s 
mother.
Mrs. M. Michell decorated the 
lounge, placing a floral 
arrangement on each table.
The bride’s mother wore a 
floor-length gown of turquoise 
chiffon, with an orchid corsage. 
The groom’s mother, the wife
BOOK CHAT
by MARY KIERANS
THE REAL MARIA 
OF THE
SOUND OF MUSIC
The story of Maria has been 
seen by millions of people around 
the world in the musical, Sound of 
Music, an adaption from The 
Story of the Trapp Family 
Singers.
Now, in her own words, Maria 
von Trapp tells her own story, as 
it really happened, in Maria.
She grew up in Austria, and 
was left an orphan at a very early 
age.
Her uncle Franz, her new 
guardian, was exceedingly cruel 
and strict with her.
“Many a day when I came 
home, my uncle stood in the 
doorway with a stick in hand 
telling me ‘he knew all about it’, 
it’.
“Then he turned me over his 
knee and spanked me hard.
“And when I demonstrated, 
‘But Uncle Franz, I came home 
right away,’ he slapped me 
across the mouth and said, ‘Don’t 
lie, I know everything’.’’
Many years later, he was taken 
to an insane asylum, but for 
Maria, the damage was done.
With the courage and spirit 
reflected in the film, she became 
extremely mischevious, skipping 
school, lying, and going off on 
long hikes by herself.
She was the exasperation of her 
teachers: “I remember how
when one teacher in my last 
school year once called me out in 
front of the class, looked at me 
sternly, and said, ‘I wish on you a 
daughter exactly like youi'self. 
Sit down’.’’
Laughter, joy, tears and 
sorrow await the reader of Maria 
von Trapp’s story.
There are poignant scenes of 
childhood, convent life in one of 
the strictest convents in Europe, 
marriage and escape from 
Hitler’s Germany, a powerful 
blend of the bitter and the sweet.
.As Baronness von Trapp, 
Maria traces her adventures 
through the growth of her 10 
children, the Trapp Family 
Singers.
The courage and curiosity that 
drove her as a yoiuig woman led 
Maria, at the age of 45, to take up 
skiing and horseback riding, with 
painful results.
And behind her always is the 
guiding force of her love — for 
her children, her husband, and 
love of God.
Maria von Trapp is one of the 
most colorful personalities of the 
twentieth century.
Ask for the story of the “real 
Maria’’, available from the 
Sidney-North Saanich branch of 
the regional library.
(WE HAVE LIGHTS FOR THE
LIGHTHEARTED)
, MR. AND MRS. KEITH GARY WOOD 
(nee: Janis Lynne Zimmer)
of Keith A. Wood, of Saanichton, California and Arizona, the bride Vancouver after the honeymoon, 
wore a pink floor-length gown, wore a pink dress, matching coat Out-of-town guests at the 
with an orchid corsage. and a gardenia corsage. wedding were from Vancouver,
For a honeymoon trip to The newlyweds will live in Calgary, Regina, Portland,
Sidm&fg Mcisr&sstispn
The Recreation volleyball 
program, which is held on 
Mondays from 7;30 - 9 p.m. for 
both teams and adults, still has 
room for a few more players.
With two courts available, 
there is lots of room for those 
interested in playing.
Children’s roller skating, on 
Saturday mornings, for grade 
school children, continues for the 
next five weeks.
Held each Saturday at Sanscha 
Hall, doors open at 10.45 a.m. and 
skating continues until 1 p.m,
Indoor roller skates are 
available.
Special beginners’ area.
Family fun program will be 
held 'this^ week.r:.:;;-<:,,:/^,.
This is an evenihg for adults 
and their children; table tennis 
and other games are available. 
There is no charge for admission. 
(The time: 7.30- 9 p.md
Teen group meeting will be 
held on Friday, at 8.15 p.m. at 
Sanscha.
This to be followed by an ac­
tivity session, from 9 - 10 p.m.
Over 400 teenagers danced to 
the music of Holy Smoke, at the 
dance last week.
The Smiling’ Johnnie Show will
perform on Saturday, Nov, 3 at 
Sanscha.
The program will be co­
sponsored by Sanscha and Sidney 
Recreation Commission.
events.
Those wishing further in­
formation bn SRC recreation 
programs, should phone 656-4914.
SCHOOL DISTRICT HO. 63 (SMHiCH)
CONtmUING EDUCATION
Tliere are VACANCIES in these coui'scs:
Calligraphy Claremont Tues. 
Candlemaking Claremont Tues. 
Tues. c'.
5 sessions $8.00 
5 sessions .8.00 
4 sessions .5.60
Begins October IJO 
Begins October 30 
Begins November 6
For registration instructions OR more details, please consuU our FREE brochure, telephone 
6.56 1111 or drop in at the School Board Office (9751 :ird Street, Sidney.^ ^ ^
PLEASE PRE-REGISTER EARLY
Early planning to attend is 
important.
V.I P. meeting will be held on 




This meeting is open to anyone 
who wishes to attend. Program 
information is available and 
consideration is given to the 
planning and operating of forth­
coming activities and special
We Buy and Sell 




9812 4th Street, Sidney 
Phone 656-3515
I
TIDES TOWN OF SIDNEY
Featuring
Fulford Harbour 









PUBLIC NOTICE i,s hereby given to the electors of the Town 
of Sidney that I require the presence of the said electors at 
the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Ave,, Sidney, B, C, on MONDAY 
the 29TII DAY OF OCTOBER 197;i AT THE HOUR OF TEN 
O’CLOCK IN THE FORENOON for the purpose of electing 
persons to represent them as;
MAYOR two (2) y{>ar term
ALDERMAN three Cl) vacaneies each for 
a 2-ycar term
.,, one (1) vacancy for a l-yenr term 






Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly 
qualified electors of the T’own, TIjo nomination-paper shall be 
delivered to the Returning Officer at any time between the 
date of this notice and noon of the day of nomination. The 
nomination-paper may be in ll»e form prescribed in the 
“Munlcipni Act” and shall state the! name, residence and 
occupation of the person nominated in such manner as to 
sufficiently Identify such candidate. The nomination-paper 
shall Ix! sni),scribed to by the eandidnto.
eWith The Works In A Drawer 
•Instamatic Color Tuning 
• Plug In Modular Chavis Design 
•Solid Slate Reliability 
•TWO Year Guarantee
On All Parts & Labor
in tlu! event of a poll lielng necessary, such poll will be 
oprmed at the Town Unll. Sidney, B. C., on Saturday the 
Seventeenth Day of Novemlxjr 197:i between the hours of il:«o
o’clock in the Ibfcnoon and 8:00 o’clock in the aflernofm.
AN ADVANCED POLL will be ludd on WEDNESDAY THE 
FOIJUTEENITH day of NOVEMBER 1973 between the 
hours of 0:(K) a.m,, and 13:00 noon and 1:W) p.m,, and 4:(>t> 
pm,, for those electors who expect to be absent from die 
Town on Polling Day or Ihrongit clrcumstnncen beyond their 
control,o'fll not lie ahlrOo attend the Poll on Polling Day, or 
are for reasons of conscience, prevented from voting on 
Polling Day,
INTRODUCING-ANDY STULL TO THE SIDNEY AREA,
CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN,
SPECIALIZING IN MOTOROLA SERVICE FOR 13 YEARS, 
AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE DEPOT 
FOR MOTOROLA HOME ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS.
WE ALSO OFFER CARRY IN SERVICE ON ALL MAKES OF TELEVISION.
STEREO, RADIOS, PHONOGRAPHS & TAPE RECORDERS
hvery is iit,i cb,v »i.quirtd to lake nolitT of fbe aboi n 
and govern himself accordingly,
GtVNN UNDER MY HAND AT SIDNEY, B,C.. TlllH I5TI! 
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SHOULD REftL ESTftTE 
salesmen talk uot?
Member of B.C. Division, Canadian Weekly Newspapers Assn. 
Member Class “A” Newspapers 
Telephone 656-1151
After Hours: 656-Gll.'i
SUBSCRIPTION RATE; $5.00 P®/.,28 
SECOND CLASS MAIL REGISTRATION NUMBER 0128 
Display advertising rates on application
cn There is a lot to explain about a ho^e. If a 
JeS“Su uS what better co« he do.
'"S «tt offto a Co owner inexperienced m
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Play It Agaitif Sam
■¥F'
FxacUv 47 days ago, Western Recreation Resources
’’Tet'’t%-ti» ofthJ tToi the the pro^ose^ 
colpiex this week failed to turn up any trace of so much
“wrdo"nTrtaUr®nr mucraL^ the construction
SSofe^JughcL:—
a "Thfn^'^dewklk supers 
Which means one thing, to f *f|‘■,‘=BffHigCay
the sign) DIDN’T start in 10 days, nor in 20 days, nor
30 davs, nor even in 40 days. Fv wtjt?Whfcli means something else to us; someone at WRR
was a bit Dremature in his predictions. . xaron
We would be the last ones to accuse ^oys at WR 
fx"i7ina to t^ruttle the proposed recreation complex in 
Sidney^ a S threat to their dreams of economic
succeL- with exaggerations about how far along t e
^ sense tlmn that,
assumfng they give Sidney taxpayers credit for more
may be built, someday. w«P nffires soofed 47But that means sorneone m t^ WRR ptnces g
‘^xLy^promised something would start in 10 days, and
“ ^i^s too bad, because journalists ore ^cs. _ .
As cvnics we’re hbt likely to get very excited the next 
time WRR announces it’s ready to start construction. 




dealing with buyers. ■ not that simple.
A seasoned RealW, dja the talking,
ex*srrm"d ‘-a. He may even have to go 
over them several ti^^- j^main quiet. This is often
But eigiaUy, there the
the time when ^ g^gr. The Realtor’s client is
property in ^tv and weighing in his mind theconcentrating on fee pro^ty and weighs
obvious features fes nothing while his client
well be best ^°’L^® chance to study his reactions.
traimng and a high degree oi n
See you next w^k.
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 mWrn km.
Letters T4p Ttm EMtmr
Chui'ch office 666-2721 
Sunday School 10.00 a.m. j
Morning Service U.OOa.m.
Fellowship Hour 
I Wednesday 8 p.m. ^
iPASTOR RON KOCH 383-7077 
Ghiirch office 656:^721
THS CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF 
WTTER DAY SAIHTS
SIDNEY BRANCH
Meets at Pythian Hall 
9760 - 4th Street
Sunday School




“Reports of my untimely death were
^ Mark Twain said it in the late nineteenth century and 
the Sidney Scout and Cub movement echoed it last week.
Two weeks ago, this newspaper earned a story^ 
under the headline “Death Predicted For Local Scout^
— in which members of the Scout management com­
mittee nredicted dire things for the local movement.
The predictions were based on a sad lack of volunteer 
adults to help guide the hundreds of youngsters who 
wanted to take part in the Scout movement m Sidney.
In essence, the leaders predicted that boys were 
to have to be turned away if more help wasn t forth-
Tha^ they said, was a death ot the movement, in a
verv special, very sad way.
We agrebd, both editorially and privately. _
To have to tell one boy he couldn’t be a Cub, or a * 
would have meant the death of one of the movement s 
most precious ideals: availability of the movement s 
programs to anyone who wanted to take part.
The obituary, though, was . r,.,,.
VVe have learned that, ^
new adults have come forward to volunteer their lirnt
arid services to the movement. , ,
That means no boys will have to bo
; We’reglad aboutlhal, as we were pleased ip hem that
five people had decided to help . 4, ,
us were wrong . . . . but, sovnehow, we i t glatl^
>'^.:;wrohg^'',;'V ■ -''■ui.'.:.:
are the people who were wrong with ua.
Editor, The Review, Sir : 1
Where have all fee plumbers
gone? ,
Well, where are they? I wonder 
how many residents of Sidney 
have tried to get a local plumber 
out in an emergency? , *
It’s rather like getting a doctor 
to make a hoijse call, only worse.
Let nie relate my own ex- 
,'perience.'^-,\;-:-; ■' V--
Some months ago we pur­
chased a three-year^d home 
and found trouble with slow 
flushing toilets.
A phone call to one local
establishment informed met that
all hands, or at least the boss 
hand, were on vacation, could it 
wait a week?!!
Still another wouldn’t answer 
his phone, whilst a third: call 
answered by the lady of the house 
informed me that the worker of 
the firm was sick.
What to do?
Call in outside help from the big 
city to the south, at vase expense 
for travelling time.
Now I come to the point: this
weekend another emergency 
arose with water backing up in all 
hand basins.
After trying to remedy the 
situation ourselves and thinking 
wc had fixed the fault, lo, and 
tehold water was still coming 
back.
Call a plumber! In Sidney ... 
On u Sunday!
Once again, three phone calls 
to the three local firms resulted 
as follow.s;
One ■ had gone hunting, wotdd 
call me when he got back. I’m 
still waiting for that call,
Two - phone still remains 
unanswered.
TlirtHi - lady answcrii phone 
stating luT huBbaml floes not 
work on Sunday , Site asked “Who 
is your regular plumber?"
Now I know plumbers rale $8 
{'>) per hour, hut are thcBC three 
'nrms so well off that all they can 
do is makf* excuses and not care?
Oh yes, I did, eventually 
with the help of a friend — fix it 
myself after a lovely Sunday in 
the crawl space and on the phone, 
and in the end a plumber in Deep 
Cove said he could come in and 
have a look early the next 
morning.
A real helpful lot our Sidney 
plumbers; and I’m not a
newcomer, or at least I don t feel
I am, having lived and worked 
here for five years.
What newcomers to our town 
must go through, heaven knows, 
in view of the fact you need to 
have a regular plumber before 
they’ll do anything. i 




opinion, it represented a multi­
million dollar project.
I still think it is just that.
I must confess that the thought 
that this much money must be 
borrowed, at I do not know what 
interest rates, really scares me, 
Md I was quite amazed that the 
mayor practically ignored my
reference to it. „
Now, regarding a r^reation
complex, the only concrete 
figures we have heard up to the 
moment are ^0,^. ^
IfT, as an individujd, wish to 
obtain a loan amortized for this 
amount over 20 years, I would 
lave to pay to cover principal 
and interest close to $1,900,000.
Editor, The Review. Sir:
In regard to my letter of last 
week, October 10, in which I used 
figures that were apparently not 
factuar concerning the senior 
citizens’ centre, I admit I shoulc 
have done some research on the
subject. . ,
However, 1 have been kindly 
and firmly slapped on the wrist 
for a foolish mistake and the 
figures in question were correctly 
given to the press.
Re; the sewage disposal plant,
I did mean the original estimate, 
as there can be only one original 
of anything designing, painting or 
estimate.
However, I seem to remember 
about two or two-und-a-hnlf years 
ago the concern of council over 
this $400,000, mentioned in my 
letter, and the media's report of 
the regional board’s engineer 
explaining for everyone’s in­
formation the reasons for tho 
rather large difference.
Many of the citizens of Sidney 
are really concerned about the 
water situation in this town,
1 recklessly slated that, in my
Perhaps a town or municipality 
has the possibility of borrowing 
at a more favourable interest 
rate than an individual.
They miglit get it for slightly 
less.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
On Nov. 11, Canadians,
wherever they may be, will stop 
for a moment to remember our 
114,000 fellow country-men and 
women who have been killed in 
'Wars. N::
At the same time, we will 
remember the countless others, 
the maimed, the widows and 
orphans, whose lives have been 
{^rmanently scarred by these 
v;cohflicts.'^,F;.V.:.j;'V-„
We can rhake our Remem­
brance Day a vital thing if we 
both remember and help. There 
is no more tangible way to 
combine these two objectives 
than by buying and displaying a 
poppy wreath, cross or spray 






8.30 a m. Holy Communion , 
9.45 a.m. Bible Class hall | 
n.(M) a m. Morning Prayer 
Sunday School , hall
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
OF CANADA
Parish of North Saamch 
Sunday, October 2lst
ST. ANDREWS CHURCH 
3rd St. SIDNEY 
2 Blocks S of Beacon
Rev'W. Dobson
While I am talking about the 
recreation project, we must not 
lose sight of the fact that the 
aforementioned costs are not all 
the costs.
The proceeds from the sale of 
these symbols of remembrance 
are used for the assistance of 
those who have suffered as a 
result of these wars and to 
finance low rental housing for the
disabled and the aged.
We have to face the fact of:
1) Upkeep
2) Staff, including life guards
3) Maintenance
4) Heating for water and 
building
5) Any probable damage
PENTESOSTAl 
ASSEKJBLY OF 60D
9183 E. Saanich Rd.
Rev. E.C. Harper 
656-2545
'j;_SyNDAY;>v,
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship ll.OOa.m. 
Evangelistic Service 7.00p.m. 
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7.30p.m.
A Warm Welcome awaits
8.00 a'm: “ Holy Communion ; |
FAMILY SERVICE 
FOLLOWED BY Refresh­
ments in the Hall vF^ fetr ■
.
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH
F,",-,;:./,Patricia Bay'': -f■;,{ilF ■■
8.00a.m. Holy Communion
lO.OOa.m. Morning Prayer f
you
/Rev: R. Sansom 
656-4870 656-3223
Rev. R. Sansom 
EVERYBODY WELCOME
We urge you to buy one of these 
beautiful Vetcraft products and 
display it proudly.
BETHEL BAPTIST
2356 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney
These costs will be additional, 
for which no figure has as yet 
been made public.
If one uses fee Colwood pool or 
the Crystal Garden as examples, 
it seems that the Sidney taxpayer 
will be further burdened.
Thanking you on behalf of the 
Royal Canafean I^egion and the 
Army, Navy and Air Force 
Veterans, Unit No. 302, in an­





9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible School 
U;00 a.m. Morning Worship 
7:00 p.m. Evening Fellowship
L.C. Vo.se, Pastor 
Ph. 652-1687
For information 
Phone 656-6012, 666-4537 J
Mtu'garet M. Tedlie
Co-Chairrnan,
Poppy Fund Campaign 
Committee
Iloyal Canadian Legion.




Young f'tople Friday TiSOpm.
And last, but not least, wo must 
not forgot that there is no factual 
relationship between original 




A Friendly Family Church 
Welcome
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Uird’s Supper 
11:00 a.m. Family Bible 
Hour and Sundiay School 




8 p.m. Prayer & Bible Study
SOUTH SMNICIHI
-WE'CAEB: ^
Dodloatod to Bcivlco 
Honolb'o pdooa _ 
Your six community chapels
Sands Chapo) ol Rosos 
Fourth Street
Rev. Ivan M Futter 
662-2812
/ Jesus said . .
“I am fee Light of the World*’.
Sunday, Oct, 21 
ST MARY’S
0.00 a.iu. Holy Comiriunton 








More starts werOj made on 
houses on the Saanich Peninsula 
In the eiftlti vnonih period ending 
Aug. 31 than in the same period 
last year. flgweR released this 
week: hv the Central Mortgage 
and llouBing Association 
(CMllA) Khowed,
' Uo wrMx «r 'hniwes enm- 
plated on the peninsula In the 
same peiiod were down over last 
year's total, though, the CMHA 
graph showed.
A fetal of 203 starts were made 
to the end of August, 1073, up 
seven tier cent from last yeaiH 
fetal of 271.
A drop of eight per cent was 
recorded for completinnR of 
houMisin fee eight-month period, 
from 168 in t972 to 173 this yef •
111© fturabttf of hoascB under
, ,, A f (.irtlK-faavaii uuwi,! Luv w...,
: JumixBd by almost-us per cent
over the month-end totals for 
1972, however: there were 301 
houses under construction this 
year, compared with 230 in 1072, 
Central Saanich had the htisl 
record for the eight-month 
period, the CMllA figures 
showed: . „
'Ilie municipality siiowed 113 
building starts by the end ol 
August, 1073. up 81 iHU” cent from 
last year’R 44,
Cents ainuaniclt ali*'' •'Irnwr^.d mi 
increase in thtv number of 
completions - 50, up 14 per cent 
over vm'ts, 43 to the end of 
Augud, and In the 'now her of 
houses under construct ion at, 
month’s end - lOS, up 69 pet cent 
over li'ist year's 33.
North Saanich was not as well 
off as its neighIwr to the south; 
huf «HU imt sidfiiw in percentage 
points of gain.
North Saanich recorded a 44 
{ler cent hike in the number of 
starts on new housing to the end 
of August: the muiilelpalHy 
rcH'orded 73 starts m the eight- 
month ixiriod ttiis year, com­
pared with 41 in Ihe si?me period
in 1872. V- iF
CompletlonH in Norlti .Saanidi 
were down si,s pei icfi! ..-t t'vli. 
year, compared vvgli M last year 
*-» hut this mimicipalily recorded 
ji 45 per cent tump-' from 42 to 77 
• in the number of hnuses under 
construction at the end of August.
starts, with only 107 to the end of 
August this year; in the same j 
lieriod last year, 188 starts had 
been made.
Tlie number of completions 
also dropped — iiy I8 per cent -- 
from lit on Aug. 31, 1972, to 91 
over the anmc period this year.
Only 119 houses wore undiu* 
cf.ri::tnu'ti<in at th<' '’nd of Aiimist
in .Sidney, compared with lliSlnst 
August; a drop of 33 per cent.
MEMORIAL GIFTS




Though Sulnoy lifei more 
complet ioiiH ami hoiweti umlei 
construction ai month’s end than 
either of Hs sister miiaiclpalities, 
the town's record was ixior wlien 
eompatod with last year's,
Tlie town reworded it 42 cent 
I Urop ut 'tii-'i uuu»l>vi .... I--",.'','.
MISSING
North Saanich Council meeting 
almost began on time Monday 
evening ■— until Mayor Da via 
noliced Ihal two of the 
municipality’s most loyal 
spectaferH had not yet arrivotl, 
He delayed calling the se.ssion to 
, order until they'd .settled 
ihemselvo* into their usual hack
dfn nn iippittelKlftd I'nofS *1 
uniid nxcliidvelv rof r«ti#»rcli, uml 
h» »*W«r, Of mdlllKl to nRf 
Cnlwdopw Av«.ttu«, VICIOfI*. c»r(l» «rii 
sorii to ihB hoi'BHvBd »f> nieci«l 









Rev. K.W. Rldaway, Pastor
Wc invite you to attend and 
enjoy the teaching Hom 




MojmtnB Worship U:M ojH. 
Evening Praise 7i00 a.m.
The largest independent, (arn- 
lly owned and controlled chain 
in Cnnudn. Sands since 1912. 
You are welcome to come In 
m any of our chimels and seej 
tho reverent surroundings,
SIDNEY AND NOR-ni 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Ilorl Pratt 
Church Office • 660-3213 
Manse • 668-1930
TUESDAY
Prayer Mcollng 7’30 p.n'-
, .WEDNESDAY 
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
St. iOHN'fi tIRIU' eOVK 
ST. V'Ain.’SSfeNKV
lljOWUHM**'*****”*





MARINE AUTO HOME CENTRAlifSAANICtlwuTEi>cmmcnF.s
Insuronco Is Our Businuss
Not A Bidelino
HARBORDJNSURANCE
R«v, ,lohn M. W*w«s, H-A. 
CV„i(iliOttHaWUia
Mini«
iKHAnv CrUCRK.TIAAFiiNi SfttnU'h '
Fumlly nfiti
6:4S i.A».
E«».l Hu veo Drive. Sidem'
' , ■’SERVICES ; , . , 
0:30 o.m. Saturday htuay 
11 - (Wi ^, m. Wotiiin'lP
1 ;30 p.m, Wwdnesilay ' 
allareweixome 
Pastor A. Ramitay 
Phone 6.56-2766 
656-1121
i j,4'- .. T ♦ ! f
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M# FIRE FRRTECTIRM AT FAT BAA AIRFBRT
Ci*aislfi Cb®®w Ciitlisiels.s T® lj©av© Facility Il©f©iftceless
IJMIOM CHIEF CMAHCiES
The Patricia Bay airport will 
be left virtually without aircraft 
crash protection for six hours a 
day after next April.
And Sidney’s volunteer firernen 
may be asked to assume 
responsibility for the airport on a 
24-hour-a-day basis when that 
happens.
Those predictions were made 
Monday by Bill Kitchen, 
president of the union whose 25 
members now protect the air­
port’s buildings and runways.
Kitchen — president of local 
1009 of the Union of National 
Defence Employees (UNDE) — 
said disaster and tragedy were 
inevitable if his predictions came 
true.
He said his predictions were 
based on the announcement last 
week that the federal ministry of 
transport — which will take over 
control of the airport from the 
department of national defence 
next April —- has decided to cut 
back fire protection crews at the 
airport from 25 men to 13 early 
next spring.
The cutback, Kitchen said, was 
an attempt to save “a few bucks” 
at the expense of safety at the 
airport.
Ke said the members of his
union have provided protection 
for both the buildings and the 
runways of the airport for the last 
20 years.
The UNDE workers are all 
trained in fighting fires at the 
scene of aircraft crashes, he 
added.
The protection they presently 
provide includes not only 
protection for the buildings at the 
airport, but for any possible 
tragedy which may occur.
That, Kitchen said, will change 
when the cutbacks come.
“Right now, we have six men 
on shift, 24 hours a day,” he said.
“With the cutback, they’ll be 
lucky to keep four men on shift 
for an 18-hour day.”
The reduced crews will be 
responsible only for aircraft 
crash duty, he said; and that’s 
where the Sidney volunteers 
come into the picture.
The volunteers will probably be 
approached by the M of T and 
asked to assume sole respon­
sibility for the buildings at the 
airport on a round-the-clock 
basis, he said.
They may also be asked to 
assume responsibility for air­
craft crash control during the six-
hour period when there are no 
trained crews on standby at the 
airport, he added.
If they are, the Pat Bay airport 
will become the only major 
airport in Canada which depends 
on volunteer firemen for fire 
protection, the union head said.
And that, he added, would be 
too bad.
“You have a very good 
department in Sidney,” he told 
The Review, “but you’re a couple 
of miles away.
“The airport, any airport, 
requires an instantaneous 
response capability.”
Kitchen said he has already 
acted to try to head off any 
request from the M of T to Sidney 
by writing letters to Mayor 
Stan Dear and fire chief Hugh 
Loney, asking both to reject any 
proposal for Sidney to assume 
official responsibility for the 
airport or its buildings.
Dear said Monday he had not 
received Kitchen’s letter, nor had 
he heard from the M o T.
“This may be the intention of 
the federal government, but we 
don’t really know,” he said in a 
telephone interview.
He said an arrangement for
Sidney’s volunteers to provide 
fire protection for the airport 
wouldn’t change the present 
situation.
“There wouldn’t be anything 
new in it,” Dear said, “the 
volunteers respond to all calls at 
the airport now.”
True, Kitchen conceded; but 
there would be a difference.
The volunteers now provide 
back-up service for the union 
crews at the airport, as the 
UNDE crews act as back-up for 
the volunteers.
If his fears are realised, the 
back-up element would be 
removed; Sidney volunteers 
would be on their owti. Kitchen 
said.
Dear said he I’ecognized that 
battling aircraft crash fires 
might be something the volun­
teers were not prepared for.
Special training and equipment 
would be required he said, but he
added he “couldn’t .say” whether 
the volunteers could handle the 
job.
“I’d have to talk to the 
volunteers after I heard from the 
M 0 T,” the mayor said.






W.C. STAUB. P.M.C.V.. 
B.M.
Beginners to Diploma 
Standard 
8290 Alec Rd. 
Phone 652-2476
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the Electors of the 
Municipality of the District of North Saanich that 1 require 
the presence of said Electors at the Municipal Office, 1620 
Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C., on Monday, the twenty- 
ninth (29th) day of October, 1973, at the houi- of 10:00 o’clock 







1:45 - 8:45 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCT. 19
Rae Burns’ dance studio 
SRC Family night
SATURDAY, OCT. 20
8:45 - 10:30 a.m. North Saanich Rod and Gun Club (Jr.)
10:45 a.m. - 1 p.m. SRC Children’s roller skating (elementary 
school)
^ SUNDAY, OCT. 21 ' ;
No activities scheduled^^^ ^ ^
1 - 3 p.m. 






Rae Burns’ dance studio
SRC Boys’ minibasketball:
SRC Girls’ minibasketball 
SRC Teen and adults’ volleyball
;/
9:30 a.m; : 
9:30 a m. 
1:15 p;m.
^ TUESDAY^^'0CT.';2361
SRC Creative tots’ clubhouse 
SRC Women’s keep-fit /;
SRC Adults’ badminton
1:45 - 9:15 p.m. 
3:30 p.m.
7 - 8:45 p.m.
Rae Burns’ dance studio 




1:45 - 8:45 p.m. 
3:30 p.m.
7:30 - 9:45 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 24
SRC Yoga ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
SRC Yoga
Rae Burns’ dance studio




1:45 - 8:45 p.m, 
7:30 - 10 p.m.
THURSDAY, OCT. 25
SRC Creative tots’ clubhouse 
SRC Womens’keep-fit 
Rae Burns’dance studio 
North Saanich Dog Obedience Club
<Sr®iiM 4' HolBE D4Si|i«#rr
«w Nuw
CM S ' Art> QfeflLAf J









The mode of nomination of candidates shall be as follows:





1025 Douglas: - 1120 Yates!
1175 Douglas - 1105 Pandora 
159 Trunk Rd., Duncan
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly- 
qualified Electors of the Municipality. The nomination paper 
shall be delivered to the Returning Officer at any time bet­
ween the date of this notice and noon of the day of 
nomination. The nomination paper may be in the form 
prescribed in the “Municipal Act” and shall state the name, 
residence and occupation of the person nominated in such 
manner as to sufficiently identify such candidate. The 
nomination paper shall be subscribed to by the candidate.
In the event of a poll being necessary, such poll will be 
opened at the Municipal Office, 1620 Mills Road, North 
Saanich, B. C. on the seventeenth (17th) day of November, 
1973, between the hours of eight o’clock a.m. and eight 
o’clock p.m.
An Advance Poll shall be open at the Municipal Office on 
fifteenth (15th) and sixteenth (16th) days of November, 1973, 
between the hours of nine o’clock a.m. and four o’clock p.m.
Of which every person is hereby required to take notice and 
govern himself accordingly.
Given under my hand at North Saanich, B.C. this fifteenth 
(15th) day of October, 1973. ^ ^ ^
E-. F. FAIRS 
Returnihg Officer)
A
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I came away from my first 
(and last) bullfight in Mexico 
City with mixed emotions.
The lasting impression I carry 
is one of evil.
1 felt a shame at being there.
I would not go again.
But there were many moments 
when, in spite of myself, I thrilled 
to it. This confusion seems the 
common experience of most 
Anglo-Saxons who find them­
selves for the first time in the 
plasa de toros.
The apologists try to minimize 
the sadism that’s so much a part 
of this death in the afternoon.
They talk mystically of the 
esoteric aspects of the struggle 
between man and beast, in which 
the bull is said to represent 
power, ferocity, and ignorance, 
while the matador epitomizes 
intelligence, grace and courage.
One authority writes: “The bull 
spends the first four years of its 
life literally living on the fat of 
the land and the last 15 minutes of 
it in mortal combat.
“Do many other animals which 
come into contact with human 
beings have such good luck?”
But that is a weak point.
The bull is tormented and 
degraded.
He perishes in a bath of blood.
Once in a great while he is 
saved for breeding purposes.
But the six bulls who entered 
the ring on the day I was there 
were doomed and to me that was 
the evil of it.
I won’t soon forget that 
moment w'hen the darling of the 
day, a young Spaniard, plunged 
the sword deep into the aorta of 
the bull in “the moment of truth.”
The bull sank to its knees.
jurle se&tt emlumm
Death In The Sun
bewildered, as if drowsy, and 
then collapsed with the dark 
blood heavy on its back.
A great moan of appreciation 
came from the throats of 50,000 
people.
It seemed to me pure savagery.
The Mexicans deny this. They 
tell you earnestly that there is 
beauty and poetry in it.
In the English-language 
newspaper, I saw how it looked 
through the eyes of an af- 
ficionado-critic.
“It was a fight you have to 
see,” the review went, “and you 
have to feel and you have to
remember and kindle over and 
over again when the critics start 
saying that ‘fiesta brava’ is 
finished.
“It is not finished.”
“It will never be finished, and it 
is good to say it and feel the 
words strong inside you.”
This is meaningless to the man 
who has just seen his first fight.
For one thing, the bull is not a 
free instrument of destruction.
It must be maimed, by the 
sharp-pointed pic in the hump of 
its neck, so that it will keep its 
head down.
It must be tortured by the 
gaily-colored banderillas that 
draw blood in the shoulders.
It must be tantalized by the 
bright cape of the matador which 
it sees dimly as its real enemy.
And so the whole dance of death 
is contrived and false.
Nothing in the name of sport or 
spectacle would justify in my 
eyes the cruelty of all this, but I 
could not help speculating 
cynically that the bull fights only 
once.
If he had a return engagement, 
a knowledge of the conditions of 
the contest and, thus, some
working odds, things might be 
different.
1 said I was thrilled.
There’s no denying it.
The cry of “Ole!” from 50,000 
voices, rising in volume and 
intensity as the matador draws 
the bull into repeated passes, is a 
sound that’s tound to have an 
effect on your nerve-ends.
There is probably no other 
example of mob psychology so 
terribly compelling.
More than that, the per­
formance of the Spaniard was 
pure theatre.
It was arrogant and it was
vicious and it was as cold as a 
diamond and I realized for the 
first time how a writer with the 
intelligence of Hemingway could ■ 
be fascinated and absorbed by 
such men as these.
When the great, lifeless bulk of 
the black bull had been dragged 
out of the arena by a horse team, 
and the littlemen had come out to
cover the bloodstains where it 
fell, the matador circled the ring, 
accepting the plaudits, whipping- 
the hysteria ever higher.
In his hand he carried the gory 
ears and tail of the vanquished 
bull, who is “rewarded” by this 
final degradation if he has per­
formed to the fancy of the crowd.
I was glad to get out of there.
STORE WIDE CLEARANCE
SALE
Saamicli Hears Plea 
F®r Activity Centre Fimds
NIIVEMBim
North Saanich Council will give 
more detailed consideration to a 
possible grant for an activity
centre located in Saanich, at their 
next regular council session in 
early November.
On Monday evening council 
listened to a submission from Mr. 
Ron Jeffels and Community 
Council of Greater Victoria 
executive director Garth Homer 
on the Greater Victoria Activity 
Centre — a facility that Homer 
labelled “the completer”, ex­
plaining that it is designed to 
complete the existing network of 
services to handicapped persons 
on lower Vancouver Island.
Mr. Jeffels told council that the 
centre was envisaged as a two 
story building, designed for a 
variety of people — with a variety 
of handicaps.One floor of the 
structure would include social, 
recreational and paramedical 
facilities ; the other would consist 
prirharily of a sheltered 
workshop, 'rhe workshop area, 
Jeffels further explained, would 
be similar to, but not competitive 
with the existing Goodwill En­
terprises organization in Vic- 
; toria.^ ^ '
Describing the financing of the 
proposed facility, Mr. Jeffels 
estimated the total cost at 
$950,000. The Provincial 
Go'vernrnent has agreed to grant 
$300,000 of this sUrhi another 
$100,000 is to come from tiie 
Multiple Sclerosis organization, 
$150,000 from the Community 
Chest and a number of legacy 
funds — and a further $100,000 
hoped for from the Greater 
Victoria inter-municipal com­
mittee. In this latter category, 
the North Saanich share would 
amount to less than $3000.
Attempts are still being made, 
Jeffels told council, to obtain the 
final $300,000 from the federal 
government.
When completed, the centre 
would form part of a com­
prehensive development in the 
Swan Lake area of Saanich •— 
including housing developments 
for the aged and the handicapped 
—- and close to services already 
available in the Saanich
municipal hall.
Although he could give no firm 
estimate of the number of North 
Saanich residents who might use 
the services of the centre, Mr. 
Jeffels said that a minimum of 
200 handicapped persons could 







other -community use of the 
building would also be en­
couraged, he said, offering the 
hope that it would not be typical 
of many public buildings which 





■k HOUSE COATS 25.00 17.00
■k BLOUSES 16.95 11.9S
* PANT SUITES 24.95 17.00
* DRESSES 30.00 19.95
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Sidney Rider Takes Second SIDNEY PROVINCIAL COURT NEWS
in Prmvineiui €fmmpi€»nshlps By STEPHEN BREWER
Special To The Sidney Review
Operating a power boat while 
impaired is just as serious an 
offence as driving a car while 
impaired.
That was the message Judge 
D.G. Ashby had for a 60-year-old 
Port Washington. B.C., man in 
Sidney provincial court Monday.
And the man he had that 
message for almost went to jail 
for 30 days because he apparently 
didn’t know it on Oct. 1.
Melvin Letherington was given 
a $300 fine or sentenced to one 
month in jail after he pleaded 
guilty lo a charge of operating a 
power boat while impaired.
“I’m retired, on a small pen­
sion," Letherington told Ashby.
T would almost rather serve 
the time than pay the severe 
fine.”
After a brief talk with his wife, 
however, Letherington decided to 
pay the fine.
He was fined for an incident 
which occurred early this month 
when a Sidney RCMP constable 
chased him from the Sidney 
government wharf to Moresby 
Island.
Ashby was told. that 
Letherington had been returned 
to Sidney after he was caught and 
was given a breathalyzer test, on 
which he recorded a reading of 
.15 per cent.
Letherington said he had a 
problem with drinking, adding 
that he had been a member of 
Alcoholics Anonymous for some 
time.
Ashby told him he had com­
mitted “a very serious offence”.
Man 'Remanded 
■ In G&r '-Theft.: Case
A Delta man \vill stand trial in 
Victoria later this year on a 
charge of stealing an automobile.
: j: Williani Harold iPalleson, ; 27, 
was bound over for trial in county 
court after he changed his 
election of trial from magistrate 
without a jury to judge without a 
fjury.':',; ■ A: ■,
He had previously entered 
plea of not guilty to the charge 
which alleges he stole a car 
Sidney July 26.
Police recovered the packet 
and charged the youth under the 
Narcotics Control Act.
A pre-sentence report' will be 
prepared on the youth.
Vancouver Man 
Given Two Fines
Driving with a blood-alcohol 
content in excess of .08 per cent 
and without a driver’s licence 
cost a 24-year-old Vancouver 
man a total of $325 in fines.
Kenneth Innes was given the 
fines after he pleaded guilty to 
charges laid against him Sept. 30 
by Sidney RCMP.
Innes blew a reading of .19 per 
cent on the breathalyzer at that 
time. Judge Ashby was told.
He was fined $300 for the first 
offence, $25 for driving with only 
a learner’s permit.
Almost Hit Police 
- Fined $350
A man who narrowly avoided 
colliding with a police cruiser in 
Sidney Oct. 5 was fined $350 after
in
SIDNEY’S JILL YONGE. who won 
second place in the B.C. three-day horse
trial championships last week.
A Sidney woman won second 
place in the preliminary division 
of the B.C. championship three- 
day hor.se trials last week at 
Livingstone Park in Langley.
Jill Yonge, riding “Sir Henry", 
took the second-place slot after 
winning the dressage section 
outright.
•She was om* of 45 riders from 
B,C,, Alberta, Sask.utchew,Tn and 
Oregon who oomtieled in the 
trials.
,Slic look part in four com­
petitions -• liicssage, cross
country jumping, steeplechase 
and stadium jumping -— whose 
scores were totalled to determine 
her final standings,
Mrs; Yonge entered the 
preliminary division against 
competition which included 
Olympics trainer Michael 
Herbert.
I’hroe divisions competed for 
pri'/.es at the trinls: training 
division, for junior riders’ and 
first-year horses; preliminary, 
for more experienccfl riders; and 
intermediate, for riders who have
been advanced from the 
preliminary division on the basis 
of points won at previous com­
petitions.
Mrs. Yonge, wa.s not the only 
peninsula rider competing in the 
Langley trials.
Others included Mr.s, Heather 
Farmer and Miss Janette Ruth-, 
ven, lx)th of Saanichton, and Miss 
I.,ynnc Trickett, of Sidney.
All three competed in the 
division.
Miss Trickett placed sixth in 
that division. ■
Youth Pleads Guilty 
To Hash Possession
A Sidney youth will appear for 
.sentencing in three weeks on 
charge of possession of hashish
Brent Allan Motford, IB, of 1017 
Westport Place, pleaded guilty to 
the charge in court Monday.
Judge Ashby was told Motford 
had been charged Sept. 29, after 
police stopped his car for a 
routine check,
As the youth got out of his car, 
he throw a foil wrapped packet 
containing about half an ounce of 
hashish — lo the ground.
he pleaded guilty to a charge of 
driving with a blood-alcohol level 
in excess of .08 per cent.
Donald MacKinnon, 56, of 10203 
Allmond, was given the fine after 
the court was told he had blown a 
reading of .20 per cent on the 
breathalyzer when he was 
arrested following a near- 
accident on McTavish Road.
MacKinnon had almost hit a 
police cruiser. Judge Ashby was 
told, then drove erratically until 
stopped by police.
Reduced Fine 
For Father Of Four
A man who is supporting his 
four children with his social 
assistance cheques was given a 
reduced fine after he pleaded 
guilty to charges of driving with a 
blood alcohol level in excess of .08 
per cent in Sidney Oct. 5.
Clarence John Fraser, 37, of 
Victoria was fined $200 for the 
offence.
Judge Ashby was told Fraser 
had been followed for tv.'o miles 
by an RCMP cruiser; in that 
distance, he was swerving and 
ran a red light, the judge was
Central Saamieh 
Meereatlam
If there was a “good citizen’’ 
medal being given out on the 
peninsula this week. Central 
Saanich Recreation would 
nominate the Moose Lodge at 
Saanich as the recipient.
Hearing of the commission’s 
difficulties in finding a suitable 
place for its Creative Tots group, 
the lodge not only offered use of 
its hall - it offered it FREE, on 
condition the commission take 
the money which would have 
been used for rental and apply it 
towards equipment which was 
also needed.
Creative Tots are now under 
way and having a great time in 
their new surroundings;
There are still some spaces 
available for the next: group 
starting in November, but those 
interested had better advise the 
commission soon if they intend to 
register, as these always fill up 
rapidly; ' ^
Ladies Keep Fit, w'hich has also 
been delayed due to facilities 
will get under way this week.
Those interested are invited to 
drop in and give it a try.
It isn’t a really hard exercise 
program, thanks to the talentec 
instructress, who turns it into a 
fun-filled activity,
At the same time, participants 
can bo trimming their figures for 
the evening gown season, ant 
compensating for all that extra
food they are bound to ind’ulge in 
as Christmas rolls nearer.
With Christmas in mind, those 
interested should sign on now for 
the Ceramics classes, where 
some very original gifts for 
family and friends can be made.
Or, there will be a group trying 
Rug Hooking to pass away the 
winter evenings in front of the 
fire., .''V’,,
The commission wants to know 
what activity Central Saanich 
residents would like; Flower 
Arranging, making gifts and 
decorations; Preparing; Party 
Food, Toy Makingyhr whatever;
Let them know and they’ll try
to arrange it. J
For those who are more 
athletic, ho\v about swimming or 
skating parties?
And for those who have never 
tried before, maybe this is the 
year to learn to ski.
The commission ^ili be 
arranging group sld trips by 
chartered bus and will also be 
planning some Ski Conditioning 
classes before then.
Those who might be interested, 
should phone the commission.
Installation of the com­
mission’s telephone has been 
delayed, due to labor difficulties 
in B.C. Tel, but they have been 
advised that it will be installed by 
the beginning of this week.
told.
He blew a reading of .19 per 
cent on the breathalvzer.
No Licence
Driving without a licence cost 
David William James, 31, of 
Pauquachin Lane, a $25 fine.
He pleaded guilty to the 
charge, which was laid Oct. 10.
Satiirna Man Fined 
For ,10 Rooze Level
A $300 fine was the price a 
Saturna Island man paid for 
di'iving with a blood-alcohol level 
in excess of .08 per cent.
IJiomas Harvey, 30, was given 
the fine after he pleaded guilty to 
a charge of driving with a blood- 




A 31-year-old Saanichton 
woman — a mother of six on 
social assistance — was given a 
two-year suspended sentence 
after she pleaded guilty to 
charges of driving with a blood- 
aochool level in excess of .08 per 
cent Sept. 29.
Mrs. Grace Horne was told she 
would serve a two-year probation 
term while her sentence was 
suspended, and that she would 
not be allowed to drive on or enter 




Kurt Seidel, 17, of 2296 Brad­
ford, was fined $25 after he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
operating an unsafe vehicle in 
Sidney Sept. 26.
Jail Term For 
Narcotics Holder .
A Sidney man was jailed for 50 
days after he pleaded guilty to a 
charge of possession of a narcotic 
(MDA) in Sidney May 25.
Warren Edward Griffiths, 22, 
of 10010 Third Street, was given 
the sentence when he appeared 
for sentencing this Monday.
Double Offence 
Brings Two Fines
John Charles Ingram, 17, of 
9768 Third Street, was fined a 
total of $275 after he pleaded 
guilty to charges of driving 
without insurance and driving 
without a licence Sept. 25.
Ingram was fined $250 for the 
insurance charge, $25 for thb 
licence charge.
Impaired Driver .. 
: ^ : Fined :$350. \
Donald Melvin Williams, 28, of 
971 Pauquachin Lane, was fined 
$350 after he pleaded guilty to a 
charge of impaired driving.
He was charged with the crime 
^'Oct. A.' ;
New Horizons Bus Schedule
’ Tryoh j Road resident"; Bruce Obeev has;; been appointed Saanich ; 
Peninsula Bureau chief for an out-of-town newspaper.
Mrs. Helen Ferris, of Saskatoon, was a visitor last week at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Marcel Chappuis, of Fourth St.
Former open-line moderator of a Victoria radio station, A.W. “Bud” 
Meslier and wife have taken up residence on Aldous Terrace.
Guests at the home of Mrs. Nita Wilson and Miss Betty MacLeod, 
Resthaven Drive are their sister, Mrs; Grace Strickland, and brother, 
Fred MacLeod, both of;Sydney, Nova Scotia. •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry brmiston, of 952 Mount Newton Crossroad, have 
had as their guest for a week Mrs. Ormiston’s aunt, Mrs. Wilfred 
Gaisford, of Feock, Cornwall, England.
Guests staying at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ramsay, 1299 
Mount Newton Crossroad, have bcien their daughter and son-in-law 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Wiltsey, from Moline, Manitoba; their cousin, Mrs. 
Laura Ilartinicr, from Flin Flon, Man,; and their son-in-law, Mike 





CLUB. ORGANIZATIONS, HOBBY & CRAFT 
GROUPS, SCOUTS, GIRL GUIDES elc. etc.
FHEK MALL booklnga may b« arranabd lor clloplays, Community 
Fund Drl«ett, otc.t etc,
For rosGivatibn of apace please contact 
B..Fawcett, Mgr,"‘f';""”;
’ Beacon PiQza Morchanls Association 
Phone'656-1412
S'I\ .NNDUEVV’S .VNNUAL TURKEY SUPPER 
NOVEMBER 2 —5:30-SiOO p.m.
11697 Fourth St,, Sidney
Adults $2,50, under I t 11.25 
Cine Olid Enjoy the Feed of the Year 
Tickets miiy he ohtalned Irommemhers o( men's clul) 
or Phone 656-2l4;i
The bus will leave tho bus depot, Sidney, each Thursday at 12:15 
p.m, and will proceed to Deep Cove and Brentwood, returning to 
Sidney, All senior citizens wishing to uso this service please bo 
at the road To bo picked up, ’
For fiirlhor Infortnatlon phono 656-3768 - 656-3412 
■ or 656-3826''
Sat Oot. 20, 2:'l0 p.m. - 4:00 p.m
Margaret Vaiighnn-Birch Hall 
Fourth .St., Sidney ,
St. Andrew's Allenuion Group A.C.W.
HELP WANTED
NOTICE
District of North Saanich 
Display of Agricultural Land Reseive Plan
A suggnsii'ti Agi’H’ullura'i I,and Heserve Plan as prepami by 
the Cai;nt.Tl Ilcginn.iL Difilrid will t,K' on displriy Sielween the 
iiour.H of i-.nii p in. and 4:30 p.m. on Tlmmlay, Odniier itith 
.ind Fl itiiiy, 1 H'loher I'.illi, lii'ni in the (..'ouneil Chmnlu'rs of tho 
tvlunuapa). Hall. 'Ha.! t.dpiiai Uegioiiul J.Ji.slricl. punlic up, 
I'nrmntinn nieeting will be hoUi Friday, October liilh, at 





position ns pre-.Schonl Supervisor for Day Care Cenlfe 
opening soon on East Saanich Indian Hcserve. ncar Victorin,
Applicants must be fully trained and accredited to meet 
Community Care l.icensing Board Standard.
Experience in similar position and good general knowledge 
of the field is do.sirablc, Screening interview in Victoria, 





















The Board of the Capital Regional DiHtrict witihes to 
rcm|lnd the public that under lt»i By-law No. 3, the,salt'! and 
discharge ol Itrecrackers Is prohibited in ttio city of 
Victoria, Town of Sidney, Municipalities of Oak Bay, 
Esquimau, .Saanich, Central Saanich and North Saanich, 
and the Electoral Areas of Sooke, Metchosin, (.Vilwood, 
Langford and View Royal.
GAISJ GAN
MMlMlVMMliUlillllMMllRi
Sizes that give you consistent gmxl fit ... weights for 
daylime ami evening colors to compliment fall war- 
di uU.s.,, vv'iiut you gel wiUi CanCan. Unlil fxUui day
you get a special saving, too -- on all aheern, regulars and 
opa(|ueHtyles in average, toU and extra tall sizeu.
'L each ''
:' .''3 ' : '"F-




Tpsastees Wasat Pravimce 
T® Eas® Sprimg Casla Bimd
THE REVIEW
Sidney, North and Central 
Saanich are habitually late in 
paying their bills to the Saanich 
school board.
Because the three 
municipalities are usually late, 
the school board is put in a bind 
each spring.
And the board wants the 
provincial government to help it 
out of that annual bind.
The board is forced to borrow 
money from January to June 
each year to pay its bills until the 
annual grant from property taxes 
is received from the 
municipalities, board chairman 
Rubymay Parrott told a reporter 
this week.
Having to borrow that money 
each spring is expensive, 
especially with current high 
interest rates, she added.
The board feels that “somehow 
or other, the provincial govern­
ment should make an interim 
grant, based on last year’s 
assessment,” so trustees won’t 
be forced to borrow the money, 
Mrs. Parrott said.
Because trustees feel that way, 
the Saanich board will take a
resolution to the next annual 
meeting of the B.C. School 
Trustee’s Association, asking the 
provincial government to provide 
the interim grants.
The Saanich school district 
(No. 63) gets its money from four 
municipalities: those on the 
peninsula and the municipality of 
Saanich.
Only Saanich makes monthly 
payments to the district all year, 
an amount based on assessments 
from the year before.
The three others pay very little 
in the first six months, waiting 
for tax money to come into 
municipal hall before large 
payments begin going to the 
school board.
Board secretary-treasurer 
Ross Ingram said Sidney, for 
example, owed the board $244,000 
over the first six months of 1973.
The board was lucky to get 
$75,000 of that amount before 
June, he said, though the balance 
was made up rapidly after the 
end of that month.
But the board is forced to 
borrow the balance in order to 





A past president and active 
member of the Saanich peninsula 
Arts and Crafts Club died in 
Sidney Oct. 7.
Mrs. Mary Hermia “Molly” 
Townsendj 57, died in Resthaven 
Hospital after a lengthy illness. ;
Born in Vancouver, Mrs. 
Townsend was a resident of 
! Sidney for the last 10 years; liying 
at 10947 Madronna Drive. She 
was ’ formerly a member of the 
staff of the Sidney Review.
She leaves her husband, Philip, 
at home; two sons, Douglas 
, Bonpalie’ and Neville Townsend;
a sister, Mrs. W.G. (Betty) 
Scuby; and one sister-in-law, 
Mrs. C.P. (Barbara) Leckie.
A memorial service was held in 
the Holy Trinity Anglican 
Church, Patricia Bay, on Wed­
nesday; Oct. 10. ;
Rev: Robert : A.. Sansom of- 
'ficiated.".:'^-v;;'S"'"''^
At the request df the family^ 
those so desiring may contribute 
to the charity of - their choice, in'; 
lieu of flowers.
: Arrangements were handled by 
Sands Chapel of Roses, Sidney.
TVITOUBUES? CALLTHE "WHITE
SALES & SERVICE
Photcsraphic 3allery/9825 3rd Street, Sidney B.C., Canada / lei.(604) 656-4546
OPEN
Hours: 12:00-7:01) P.M. Tues..Suii. 
Books and Prints Available For Sale
CURRENTLV SHOWING a selection of photo
REPRODUCTIONS from
GORDON PARKS DAVID DOUGLAS DUNCAN
& others
featuring
YVES AUQUIER’S ’’BLACK COUNTRY
PHOTO ESSAY published in BELGIUM
TOWN OF SIDNEY
ZONING BYLAW
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem themselves to be aff^t^ by the propos^ amend­
ments to the Zoning Bylaw No. 345,1969 will be afforded an opportmity to be he^d on the matters 
contained therein before the Council of the Town of Sidney at a Public J®®™® ^
Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B. C. on Monday, October 29th, 1973, at
8:00 p.m.
A copy of the proposed bylaws may be inspected at the Town Hall, Sidney, B. C. from Monday to 
Friday between the hours of8:30and4:30p.m.
The effect of these bylaws will be to cimend the Zoning Bylaw as follows: -
1. Bylaw 492: provides for r^ulations and requirements for condominium construction and con­
version of existing buildings into condominiums;
2. Bylaw 493: further regulates the uses of the existing Parking Zone;
3. Bylaw 494: provides for a new “A.l Residential” zone; sets out regulations for such zone and 
rezones the following properties to said “A. 1 Residential” zone:
Lot 1, Section 7, Range 2 East, Plan 25268 ;
■ Parcel A, Section 7, Range 3 East ;
- Parcel E exc. Pins. 9035; 16640,13891 & 16687, Section 8, Range 2 & 3 East ;
- Part B, Section 7, Range 3 East ;
- Lot 1, Section 8, Range 2 & 3 East, Plan 19491;
- Lot 2, Section 8, Range 2 East, Plan 19491 ;
- Westerly 150’ of Lot B, Section 9, Range 2 East, Plan 9747 ;
- Lot 2, Section 8, Range 2 & 3 East, Plan 25608 ;
- Lot 2, Section 8, Range 2 & 3East, Plan 4179 ;
- Lot 9, Section 9, Range3 East, Plan 23156 ;
- Lot A, Sections 8 & 9, Range 3 East, Plan 12376 ;
- Lot 4, exc. Pin 17568, Sections 8 & 9, Range 3 East, Plan 16569 ;
- Lot 1, Sections 8 & 9, Range 3 East, Plan 25608 ;
-Lot7exc.Pin20853,Section 16,Range2&3East,Plan7072 ;
Part A lying West of Pleasant, Section 14, Range 3, East, Plan 1359 ;
■ Lots D & E, Section 14, Range 3 East, Plan 1359 ;
• West Part liounded N / E by Lot A & S. by Lot C, Section 14, Range 3 East;
Lot 1, Section 13, Range 4 East, Plan 22283 ;
• Lots 1 & 2, Section 12, Range 3 east. Plan 23260 ;
- Lot 18, Sections 11 & 12, Range 3 East, Plan 11746 ;
■ Amended Lot 19, Sections 11 & 12, Range 3 East, Plan 11746 ;
- Lot 1, Section 11, Range 3 East, Plan 11746 ;
- Lot 2, Section 11, Range 3 East, Plan 11746 ;
- Lot 3, Section 11, Range 3 East, Plan 11746 ;
- Lot 4 exc. Parcel “A”, Section 11, Range 3 East, Plan 11746 ;
- Lot 5, Section 11, Range 3 East, Plan 11746 ;
- Lot 8, (remainder), Section 9, Range 4 East, Plan 4179 ;
- Lot 5, (Part), Section 9, Range 3 East, Plan 4179 ;
- Lot 1, Section 9, Range 3 East, Plan 22624 ;
- Lot A, Section 9, Range 3 East, Plan 21241;
- Lot B, Section 9, Range 3 East, Plan 21241.
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Experimemtai Farm Waterframt Wanted
Page 9
Another attempt will soon be 
made by North Saanich Council 
to obtain former Experimental
Farm property for bse as public 
parkland. /
The Council application was
encouraged , by' G.E. Hibberson, 
8511 Bourne Terrace, who wrote 
to the Mayor and Council last 
week suggesting that the parcel 
would be ideally suited to use as a 
park for picnickers and a boat 
launching site.
Once an integral part of the 
Federal Experimental Farm, the 
property lies below the Patricia 
Bay Highway and overlooks 
James Island. It was cut off from 
the balance of the Federal 
property with construction of the 
new four lane highway.
Mr. Hibberson also suggested 
an application be made for an 
L.I.P. grant to construct boat 
launching facilities — but will be 
advised that the deadline for such 
applications has already passed.
While disagreeing mildly on the 
status of previous applications 
(Aid. Taylor felt it was only a 
matter of time before the 
property was turned over to the 
municipality) council were 








Scholarships worth more than 
$4,500 were awarded to eight 
students by the Saanich 
Teachers’ Association, the 
group’s scholarship chairman 
announced this week.
“The executive of the 
association made the decisions 
about scholarships for 1973-74 at a 
meeting Oct. 9,’’ Gary Butler told 
The Review in a prepared 
release.
The biggest scholarship, of 
$200, went to Robert Sinclair, of 
5699 West Saanich Road. Sinclair 
won the Maurice F. Connor 
memorial award.
Two STA scholarships for 
academic pursuits were also 
awarded: Darlene Rashleigh, of 
10468 Resthaven Drive, won a
$150 award and Teresa Tud- 
denham, of 1841 Haldon Road, 
w'on a $100 aw'ard.
Five awards, of $60 each, were 
distributed as the Ed Dorran 
memorial award program:
The commercial award went to 
Jerilynn Warner, 959 Stelly’s 
Crossroad;
Peter Ray, 1245 Cloake Hill 
Road, was awarded the electrical 
award;
The construction scholarship 
went to Dan Holder, 170 Gow'ard 
Road;
The art award went to Deborah 
Clapton, 7640 East Saanich Road;
Cory Spelt, 1250 Craigflower 
Road, Victoria, was awarded the 
community services award.
Canada’s largest-selling rye whisky.
Blended and bottled by Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Ltd., right here in B.C.




with fully equipped 
kitchens, cable TV, 
phone, free parking 
and view balconies. 
All this for $1500 
single and $3.00 per 
additional guest ... 
with complimentary 
coffee and tea service 
for your added enjoy­
ment. On your nexC 
visit to Vancouver 
stay downtown at the
For reservations, write to:
THE MAYFAIR
845 Hornby St., Vancouver 1, B.C. or Phone area 604-687-6751
SIDNEY PHOTOGRA­
PHER Jane Sloan took this 
photo of Isobel Cuddleford 
Douglas, winner for two 
consecutive years of the 
Canadian Author’s Asso­
ciation award for Haiku 
' poetry;, v-V'
STRANGE
Bqbpf Sidney, B.C. suddenly at 
Victoria - General - Hospital,^ 0 
Oct. 13, 1973, age 52 years.
Survived by his lo ving wife Joy, 
2 sons Richard and Clive, 2 
daughters Teresa and Linda all 
at home. His parents Mr, and 
Mrs. J. Strange (Surrey, B.C.) 
one brother Joseph (Surrey), 2 
sisters Mrs. Jean Meyers 
(Delta), Mrs. Anne Banadaga 
(Saskatchewan), nephews and 
nieces.
Funeral service was held Wed. 
Oct. 17, at 1 p.m. in St. Stephens 
Anglican Church, Ml. Newton 
Gro.ss Road, Rev. Ivan FUtter 
officiating. Cremation.
Flowor.s gratefully declined, 
donations may be made to the 
B.C. Heart Foui)dation. 
ArrangomcnI.s through the 
Memorial Society of B.C. and 
First Memorial Services IJd.
The editor ol' this 
paper migflit be 
willing to lend you 
his copy of The 
Christian Science 
Monitor
But don't count on It,
Ho’s an oxpcrl newsman 
with access to many 
, nows sources and a good 
paper ot hla own, But he 
, , cjill wants to get, the , 
Monitor's worldwldo 
covorage and common'; 
tary on oyonts, ;;"
Apart trom 2(711 odilbra,
V there are 20,000 edUca-, 
tors and students, 62,000 
businessmen, 495 LLS.
■ Senators a^'id Corigross- , 
rnon, O Supromo Court 
iJustices who road the 
Monitor. Why should 
tliey know moro ot what’s 
going on, and why, 
ttuin you do?
For loss than IK a day, 
you can got Kjoi'own 
special insight into tho 
nows, Fivoryday, like 
they do.
Sond me 4 months ot the 
Monitor — ovof 100 
lor only til,




Tho ChitsllBn Sclonc* Monitor*
T’or 1,?5, Ailor '
tloslon, Mrms.'ithu'iriU?.
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Buy
Sell, Trade, 





BKACON AT 1st STREI^
REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Monday for 
insertion same week.
KATES: 25c for each four words or 
less. Minimum charge $1.00
CLASSIFICATIONS
1. Real Estate For Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
For Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Avrtos and Bqats for Sale 

















SIDNEY - 2 STEP 
Dandy 3 bedroom stucco 
bungalow - oak floors - fireplace. 
Separate garage. Only $29,500.
Help Wanted
STUDENT TO WORK 4:15 - 6:15 p.m. and ail 
dav Saturday. Apply in person Style-Tone 
aeaners, 2432 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 42-1
SUNNY SECLUSION 
IN DEEPCOVE
1340 sq. ft. finished plus full 
basement. Stone fireplace - 2 
baths - shake roof. Asking $45,900,
DELIGHTFULLY
DIFFERENT
Lovely 3 bedroom split level 
home. 2 years old. Wall to wall 
, carpeting throughout. Quality 




8.31 acres of park-like seclusion 
close to Ganges. Lovely view of 
mainland. Property includes 
comfortable two or three 
bedroom home. Try your offer on 
this $56,000 property.
M.L.S. Realtors
I Jim Jones 656-4597
Ji Jim Sloan 656-5311
Clive McConnaii 656-3641




Superb 8.7 acre parcel 
overlooking Colburne Passage. 
Zoned Vz Acre Residential but 
presently frozen. Good Holding.
RECEHTIONIST WITH GOOD TYPING 
required for chartered accountants office. 
Apply in own handwriting to P.0. Box 2247, 
Sidney. B.C. •*2->
NEED WATER?
Anyone wanting a 
municipal water con­
nection to property in 
Sidney please sign and 
return ths advertisement 
to
Box K. Sidney Review
NAME
ADDRESS
TRl CHEM LIQUID E.MBROIDERY for 
service, supplies and cla.sscs call Mrs. D. 
Miller, 656-1933. 41-3
HOLIDAYS ARE OVER, time to start think­
ing of Christmas. Try Tri Chem Liquid 
Embroidery. Presents will he all made and 
paid for by December. Phone Doreen 
Ftosenthal, G52-2514.
35-tf
CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER, 1973
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
OCT. 17 - 20 ,
SPARTAN APPLES 
Crisp’ll'Juicy 
Get winter’s supply NOW!




REGIONAL DIRECTORS — 
TWO-YEAR TERMS; 1974 - 1975
Colwood Electoral Area One CD 
Director
Langford Electoral Area One 
(1) Director
Metchosin Electoral Area One 
(1) Director
Metchosin Electoral Area One 
(1) Director
£k)oke Electoral Area One (1) 
Director
View Royal Electoral Area One 
(1) Director
Outer Gulf Islands Electoral 
Area OIne (1) Director
Salt Spring Island Electoral 
Area One (1 > Director
Returning Officer at any time 
between the date of this notice 
and noon of the day of 
nomination. The Nomination- 
Paper may be in the form 
prescribed in the Municipal Act, 
and shall stale the name, 
residence and occupation of the 
person nominated in such 
manner as to sufficiently identify 
such candidate. The Nomination- 
Paper shall be subscribed to by 
the Candidate.
We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
Salt Spring Island Electoral Area 
Mahon Hall, Ganges 
Central Community Hall 
Nan’s Coffee Shop
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 aim. to 6:00 p.m. 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Outer Gulf Island Electoral Area 
Galiano Elementary School 
Mayne Elementary School 
Pender Elementary School 
Saturna Island Elementary 
School
Bedwell Harbour Store- South 
Pender Island
Or phone 652-3557 - Anytime!
Vl-l
This is a petition to be presented 
to the Water Board and if 




WORK WANTED-Tree falling, cement work, 




Your Saanich PonInsuSa 
,: Realtors,
TYPING. F.AST AND EFFICIE.NT by 
qualified stenographer. Phone 652-3663, 42-1
> I
; f'AMILY residence , , 
One of Sidney’s finer homes 
located ordy yards; froih the 
water.; 5 bedrooms, den, 4 
fireplaces; billiard room. A solid 
home that can easily be brought 
back to its original splen­
dor. $69,500






' . Vlctdrla Real 'Estate' Board ;. ; 
and Multipie Uatlng Service.
John Bruce 656-3928 
" Res. 656-2023 OT 592-7576
^1;-2444; Beacon; ■
Sidney B.C. 656-1154
ARBORITE KITCHEN TABLE, leaf and 
four matching chairs. S75.00. Phone 656-1263.
42-1
ONE REMINGTON 12 GAUGE Automatic 
with case. As now. $125.00 . 656-2514. W. 
Barwell. 42-1
TWO CUB UNIFORMS. Sizes 
years. Half price. 655-1951.
12 and 10 
42-1
THREE GOOD, USED, AUSTIN Cambridge 
tiros, 6.45 -14; one rim; two almost new snow 
tires. Phone 656-4348 before 9 a.m. 42-2
ONE, PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATER: 
clothes .horse; one, neck traction kit. All as 
new. 656-4204, N.W. .McConnell, 202 Haven 
Villa; 10025 Resthaven Dr. 42-1
“KENMORE" WASHER AND DRYER. 
Good condition. ■$210.ti0 or best offer. 656- 
3696. ‘l^-l
30 INCH ELECTRIC RANGE. Good con­
dition . $50.00 or best offer. 652-2860. 42-1
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.. Ed’s Furniture 
Repairs. 9850 Fourth St., Sidney. 656-1218. 38-






REAL ESTATE S 
INSURANCE
FOR SALE HAND’made sireeler crpss-bow, 
telescopic'sight. Deadly accurate up to 30 
yards. $85, 656-2751.; :: : ' !
34-t£:'::. :'
SANfTARY GARBAGE SERVICE. Sidney 








; . OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY OCT.
‘2-4P.M. / ...
10478 REST HAVEN DRIVE 
De.signed for a young family this 
1300 sq. ft., 3 bedroom home is 
ideally located close to schools, 
marinas, church and parks. It is 
bright and airy and lots of ex­
pansion is possible in the daylight 
basement. Asking $39,000. Como 
and see it.
DEEP COVE
10 beautiful sloping acres. All 
native trees, water mains and 
well Good road frontage. Asking 
#$70,000. What is your offer?
Notary Public 
656-1622
HOUSE AND LOT for sale. Apply 656-1)442 
between lOb.m, • 4 p.m, or otter 0 p,m, 056. 
2787, ''2-'
BUYING OR SELLING 
PROPERTY?
00 Treed acres, total seclusion
Ploaso Call
NEVA PENNIE
with magnificent views from the
For chle or will build to suit 
tenant, 2>^ acre commercial, l 
acre residential, prime lol'otlon;
VICTORIA REALTY LTD.
3477 SAANICH RD,
BUS, 306«3S85 RES, 656-3602
FENNELL’S 
TRAILER SUPPLIES
‘Vancouver Island’s most 





Public Notice is hereby given to 
the Electors of the Capital 
Regional District that I require 
the presence of the said Electors 
at the Capital Regional District 
Board Room,. 524 Yates Street, 
Victoria, on Monday, the Twenty- 
ninth (29th) day of October, 1973, 
at 10:00 o’clock in the forenoon 
for the purpose of electing per­
sons to represent them as 
Electoral Area Directors for the 
Electoral Areas of Colwood, 
Langford, Metchosin, Sooke, 
View Royal, Salt Spring Island 
and the Outer Gulf Islands.
In the event of a Poll being 
necessary, such Poll shall be 
opened on the Seventeenth day of 
November 1973, at the following 
places:
Colwood Electoral Area 
Colwood Elementary School 
Sangster Elementary School
Langford Electoral Area 
Langford Elementary School 
Millstream Elementary School 
Belmont Secondary School 
Happy Valley Elementary School 




And such Polling places shall be 
open between the hours of EIGHT 
O’CLOCK A.M. and EIGHT 
O’CLOCK P.M. LB. 69'
An Advanced Poll shall be open 
on the twelfth (r2th), thirteenth 
(13th) and fourteenth (14th) days 
of November, 1973, between the 
hours of EIGHT-THIRTY A.M. 





Metchosin Electoral Area 
Metchosin Elementary School
The Mode of nominations of 
candidates shall be as follows:
Candidates shall be nominated in 
writing by two duly qualified 
electors of the Electoral Area 
concerned. The Nomination- 
Paper shall be delivered to the
Sooke Electoral Area 
Sooke Elementary School 
Saseenos Elementary School 
Jordan River Elementary School 
Port Renfrew Elementary School 
Shirley Community Hall 
Carol Burnett Studio - East Sooke 
Road
Colwood Shopping Plaza 
School District No. 64 Board 
Offices, Lower Ganges Road 
Capital Regional District Of­
fices, 524 Yates Street, Victoria, 
B.C.
View Royal Electoral Area 
View Royal Elementary School
Of which every person is hereby 
required to take notice and 
govern himself accordingly.
GIVEN under my hand at Vic­
toria, British Columbia this tenth 












6429 PATRICIA BAY HWY. 
652-1752





NOTICE 6F PUBLIC hearing
DISTUillUTOUS VV,\NTKI). qevor iiny 
oblifKitlon on a full or ))iirt4imc basis in 
buwinc's.s tor yoiirsnlf. For lows in your
homo write II. McDougnll, Al«6?.ii40 VMiUo 
Hircb lUl,,.Sidney,B.C.
REPftmS
6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY. 
652-2511
LADY WANTS TUAN.SI'OllTATION lo Spa 
nl Hillslflo Shop|)ine Centro three days a 
week, Phone 656-1(12.3, 'I2'l
TAKE NOTICE that a proposed 
by-law intended to enable the 
adoption of an Agricultural Land 
Reserve Plan to preserve 
agricultural land for farm use 
within the Regional District has 
now been prepared and the said 
proposed by-law together with 
the proposed Agricultural Land 
Reserve Plan will be presented at 
a Public Hearing to be held at the 
Capital Regional District 
Boardroom, on the third floor, .524 
Yates Street, Victoria. B.C., on 
Monday the ’JOth day of October 
1973. between the hours of 9:00 
a.m, to 12 noon, 2:00 p.m, to 4:30 
p.m., and 7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
and will continue at the same 
location on subsequent dates and 
at the limes a.s aforementioned 








H(»OKKI':F.IMNCi HIHIVK’KS for Kilioll 
buHii)‘.'!isi's. I’lioiK' I156.I221,9 6 in, - 5 p in,
, . 42-1








1st on the PENINSULA 
1st In QUALITY 
1st In SERVICE
T-PIERS ISLAND,,'’;;':.^,
3 Ijedroom waterfront retreat 
with private beach and wharfage, 




WATHUFHONT FUnNISJIlCD KtlT 
cotnpriMliifi Iw'd-tililInK rwni, (lbiln« room
WE'WIUiTAKE 
' ' v TEADE-INS ' 
BUYING OE SELLING 
, L CALL ' ' . ,
6504000 K. Drost 050-2427 
650-4000 J. Eoss. 650.1234
kllbhunidlti uml Uiref plw’r biiiliroom 
*110(10 monthly imihidloK wotcr, clcdrli’ 
llHhtInH (tn(lfOokiit)l,ol1 hmilliiH, (i52'2.’Wr>,
4’2-t
SM,UJ, null,DING NEXT TO POST Ol'. 
FlUK on Koiirlli SI, MillAblo rolflll, o((l«' or 
utoriigo, »7a,(X) limn. Plionu (Uiii-AtUi iiftor 6 
p.m. only. T^-l
LniWM, UNPltHNIKIIltD SPITM, rbroo
hliR'lik from llpfti'on 65fi-4;)04 ■43.1
“Compittto Roal Eclalo 
Service AeroM Canada"
IIASEMI'INT Sl,KEPIN4i HOOM. WnrkinB 
nwn, Uiilii. $','0 0') owit 616
aw. , .
lUZAN BAY IlKACll MotC'l omv ronlltlk (m 
wi'oUlv nr moiiibly riiti'n. Folly liiii\ii,bi'*l
.111 H
Uosi
VIcibrIa 1067 f’orl St. 3flW11T 
.SIDNEYCS6-3924
HKVil ON HFD & WtllTK pl«MU! flOAl 1»8 
lUUoii lU lU Vii.vi •)(





7115 WosL Saanich Rd. 
652-1711
Now anrJ Used Furniture, 
Appliances and Mlscot- 
lancous
Founa
lAHtl, KKAI, POINT hlAMT.NU, oi 
Cove m». An*)wr* l« Kil'T.«''. Phono m- 
WM, ' " 43-1
auMi' 'or , monkv . in ■ KitiM'y. 
tfwiKimWr *ml puy' aiImI, AM I'PT/.,
Provo
«•!
MACK, GKHMAN,tiHI':T'lir.llD, blio'k Am) 
turn, Amiwmi'a 1o Kinff. Tim foliar, tlcoiwfil,




McT.VVIbll • I'UN NIGItT lU
hiioobury Hfliniil, 2:1,,'/ ; Iti [• ni I'lK' 
si-bool;' I'mviM.umbim'a llmii fiinriH to oilfi' 
you ii wltlt'i" viiniOy of unnif'.i oOil no cvi'iMnd 
of hm (or ihf i-nllto I'itinily mil nt pi-ii.-cH thr 
iillilri'O I'lin .‘iffo'-il - "
IIFOL'I.AH MOMTII-Y MICKTING .‘'.ivliii.y 
,iml Nblljl Soimii'b I!l‘il0l’|i';i! Sni'lfl.v nl Hir 
MuKi’om, Tbwri.(lwy,'Ocl if,lb, 7i;ti.ip 01. 43-1
ta) The hiiuLs deemed affected 
are all of those lands within the 
Capital Regional Nistricl
eUissllied a.s Classe.s 1, '2, .5 and 
4 (aiui minor components of 
Cljisses 5 and O) of the Canada 
l.nnd Inventory Soil Capability 
Claswiflcation for Agriculture 
as prepared by Iho B.C, Soil 






llUALM.MtM ;LlUir(l)i,v OrloIxT 20
Ofifo lOKHi ii.m ' 1 p.m, nrimiv,uiK'i Unni.il 
Church lldll Onol vmiri.v of iirmn plio
hookii.SpmihOitnlliyI'nilcilCbuci'h : 
woriH'p
cniinbYGi', AND w'lnsT Kiiiioy, oci lo ii 
pin, K, 01 P Imll, Spiiimoifil by Pyibiim 
•SihUTs, Kvrryoooorlcoii'.i’ •I2-1
uouiiiTvSV il';,\ Foir vou - pluMloumg 
oot Kiih' o( inimy itilrociivo gifl nrlhirsi. 
.SoOHclm .SiiRii'K, 3:30 , 4:30 p in, Solunhiy, 
Nov lOiiSiinselidHiill, , Tl-^
GI Ai n VLMI'l.TING OC tllC HA VM( ft 
PI„MNM l.,\ I MKin.KM V I lM* lo 1-' 
b,',bl iV’li'ibiT ',15 k p m Mi.ikifirci ViuinhuO, 
Uiirb 11,01.Solitcy ,V11 v.cli*mf, 41'3
UINOO K i'll-'P N p in I bur
s.lilV r.Vi'nbii.lv '.M'lcHOc 
:iMi ■
(b) The intenlidn of the By law is 
to adopt an iigrieiillural land | 
reserve plan setting out clearly 
laiul suitable for farm use, for 
the ptirpose of filing the by-law | 
and plan witli the Provincial 
I..aiul Comini.ssion : for Us 
eon.sideration and designation 
of tlie land in question as an 
Agrleultural Land Reserve, 
after approval of the 
Li e 11 ten a ill -G o veriuir , i n 
Connell, |nir.suaiit, to Section 8 
of the Land CornmiHsion Act, 
S.B.C, 1973, C.4ti,
Th(.‘ object of the Provincial 
Land Commission in con­
sidering the by-law and plan is 
to jireserve agrienitnral land 












Ownor V/i!f Dorman Qivos per- 
ROnat nttwnitoo to all orders 
phone 6fi6-47S4
MU. AMI MUH, (L M TOIIlS iHkit PirM 
Htrrri, Vililiii'V, 0 (' iirr p!r«iifi) I't iinm'mm’c 
ihr iorilH'omiug m,Hrrmg(^ ci Oirif imAKbicr,
511, li.iiic I'i'li;,,
i'|(l<'»f itmef Mr Jiiiil Mrr A, tV I'rrry, I'wt 
HI .Iribn, a e The wrilfbntJ will (nkr pbn r <:»n 
Sfibinliiy. NiivrmbiT m, 167.1 lO S'lfl p m m 
hi i;:lir,itbfib (’l.urdi, lOv i'r w. .Mcihii' 
(ifftrlMmrt, 421
(el The priiposed by-law ar)rt 
Agrieulturat Land Iloserve 
j'lan may be inspected at the 
(iffi((.', ol tVii: C.ipitid Uviviciria. 
District, 524 Vales Sireid 
Victoria, B,C, tlmnigh Friday, 
the 2(Uh day of October 1973, 
lyelwf'on the liours ol 9 a ,m, and 
4 p m,. iSalurdays, Sundays 
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FOUNDER VISITS SIDNEY 
FOR FIRST WEIGHT CLASS
Addiction to bad eating habits 
has become epidemic in 
Sidney, as it has across Canada, 
Adelaide Daniels told a Sidney 
audience last night (Tuesday).
“Canadians of all ages are 
risking poor nutrition and obesity 
— both serious health hazards,” 
Mrs. Daniels told her audience at 
the Sidney Travelodge.
Because this trend is a 
dangerous one, Mrs. Daniels 
said, she had established over 400 
weekly classes across Canada, 
where the overweight “can lose 
weight for the last time” on her 
Canadian family meal plan 
(CFMP).
The opening of one of those 
CFMP weekly classes was the 
reason for Mrs. Daniels’ visit to 
Sidney.
Organized under the auspices 
of Weight Wise Ltd., a Toronto 
firm, the classes teach members 
to lose weight at their own speed, 
she said.
Members are urged to check 
with their physicians before 
going on the CFMP, or any diet, 
she added.
“ITie great thing about the 




Mayor Trevor Davis an­
nounced Monday evening that the 
new sidewalk leading to 
Parkland Secondary school on 
McDonald Park Road is 80 per 
cent complete —- and is only 
awaiting completion of the sewer 
line beside it before being 
finished.
The Mayor made no reference 




North Saanich gave formal 
approval Monday evening to tag 
days on Friday and Saturday, 
November 3 and 4 for the annual 
Royal Canadian Legion Poppy 
Fund Campaign.
■ ■^CADETS;^.GO 'v:':-^ W^
SAILING
Air Cadet commanding officer 
Capt. Jarvis Mcl^eod and 13 of his 
charges went sailing aboard the 
47-foot Marie J. recently, with 
Capt. John Bell, of the sea cadets, 
in command.
The first night was spent in 
Ladysmith harbor; then the 
group sailed around Saltspring 
Island.
The second night was spent at 
Ganges harbor.
The boys were kept busy with 
the sails, as there was a fair wind 
blowing.
The following is the metcorlogicnl report 
(or the week eniiing Oel, 14 (urnislieil by the 
Ucseiireh Station, Sidney.
Maximum temp, (Oel, 1,1) r>0
Minimumlemp, (Ocl,0) 40




Supplied by tlie meteorologieal division, 
I)>‘|i»rtmerit of Tr.'ire.poit tor (tie week en- 
ding (let, 14
MaximupilemplOcl, 11) 00




“'The entire family can learn 
good, nutrition and proper eating 
habits from it.
“Therefore, members who 
enroll in oui’ classes do not have 
to prepare separate meals to stay 
on the plan.”
'The CFMP was created in 1972, 
by Mrs. Daniels and Dr. Barbara 
McLaren, a nutritionist and 
former dean of food sciences at 
the University of Toronto.
It is, Mrs. Daniels said 
Tuesday, constantly updated to 
incorporate current nutritional 
findings and newly-introduced 
foods that qualify on the plan.
The first Weight Wise class was 
established, by Mrs. Daniels, in 
Toronto in 1967. That class 
followed a weight loss of 102 
pounds by Mrs. Daniels herself.
Today, the 400 weekly classes 
are offered in Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick, Prince Edward 
Island, Newfoundland, Ontario, 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and British Columbia.
‘J ' '
. -
Accountants Contractors Electrical Optometrists
DoReens' mines in South nnu 
S()uth-We.st Africa today supply 
approximately 35 per cent of the 
world's new Rorn diamonds. (The 
U.S.S.R. provides about 25 per 
cent and the rest come from 
scattered sites elsewliere in 
Africa, Asia and the Americas ) 
Despite the fact that global 
production is at an all lime high 
— almost 11 Inns, or about 50 
million carat ,s, a n n u a 11 y - 
demand so far exceeds supply 
that prices have more than 
tripled in the last 2o years, and 
we may run out of recoveruhle 











Serve both css o member of 
:y© ur bcci! schoo f boa rd! ■
Did you know that more than 500 men and women serve 
their communities by working to improve the quality of 
edtjcation in 74 British Columbia school clistricts? These 
people are local school board members. J/ ^
: If you feel you have the interest, dedication, and 
competence to help guide our public school .system, why 
not run for election to your local school board ? All local 
elections this year have been moved back to November, 
and the filing deadline for nomination papers for the 
election of school trustees is October 29.
For information on how you can become a candidate 
and what is expected or a school trustee, write or call the 
British Columbia School Trustees Association for a free 
copy of the brochure, "SO YOU WANT TO BE A SCHOOL 
BOARD MEMBER?: A Guide for Candidates,"
B.C. SCHOOL TRUSTEES ASSOCIATION 
1095 Howe Street, Vancouver, V6Z 1P9 
Telephone 682-2881
Published as ii public service
muNrwooD mncmriLB , 
svpenMAnKKr
Quallly Moat Cut, WTappod 
for Homo Froozorq 




All Ropfllrri • Any boril and 
li'ftlior cushions • custom rrrndu 
■' turnllufo





end (Odder, Plowirio, Poet 
holoi duo, Ciitlom Hsyino 
6S2-3306
BILL BRAIN ROOFING















nrnntwood Bay Branch 
7174 West Saanich Road 
652-2111 662-2022





7805 PATTERSON RD. 
SAANICHTON, B.C.




nil piano parts stockod
ConsorvaiorlBs al Zgiich 
nnd Vienna










Heftkienitnl • Commercial 
A C»oi( Gouiaw Comslfuciion
CSSS Watt Saanich Rd. 
Brantwood Bay 
aianWllllama 652-3323
Elliott & Company 
Chartered Accountants
W,J. ELLIOTT, C.A,
Beacon Shopping Plaza 




Custom Built Homes 
Additions, Alterations 
Cabinets, Repairs 






Pole and Line work 
656-1515
Accounting, Taxation,
Payrolls, General Business 
Services. Full or Partial 
Service as desired. Over 25 








BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK 




















8093 Alex Road, Saanichton 
PHONE 652-2251——
Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 





Painting & Decorating 
Spray or Brush 
Phone 656-1632
AJAX
Home and Office Cleaners 
Complete Janitorial Service 
Windows-Floors-G utters -Walls 
Free Estimates 


















All Repairs-Any size Boat and 








PAPER AND VINYL WALL 












Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
656-1412 






Robert W. Roper, D. C,








10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
/ ; • G56-2127 SlDNEy Z : ■
BACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING







; FILTER BEDS 
SEWER-STORM DRAINS 









Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating-









New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs, 
Reasonable rates-Free estimates
PHONE 6.56-4915
T V. RADIO 
SERVICE
Groceries
Archer's T. V. Service 
9967 7th St. Sidney
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations 





YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR,FOOD 
CORNER iVlcTAVISH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 
fOPEN DAILY 9 A.M. ■ 8P.M 
656-4061
Complete residential arid 
Commercial Service
Engineered hot \vater heating . 
systems. New Work - Prompt 
















10184 Third St. 
Groceries - Vegetables 
Home made pies 
Open 7 days a week 
8:30 - 7:,30 P.M. rnmmt
PERC. & SOIL
TESTING SERVICE
LAND PERCOLATION TESTING 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 




' a SONS ,'
Trucking, Excavating 
















TOOL GRIN DING 
Scissors Sharpened 
Light Repair Work 
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Qoviurnmont (iorlUlad, locliniclati 
with 35 yoars, okpoflenca in Etw- 
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Servinc Qull Ul»na» ml Sidney urea
SIDNEYGLASS
, MarliiK Auto A Hwroly ' 
Window Oliun-Mlrwti, 
VVIndkhtoiria liiMitllcd 
ln»uranr<i CInImii Promtilly linndloil
2384 Bencon 1‘hone OSIMSIS
COIVIMUNITY SERVICES JNFORAfflATION DIRECTORY^
Adoption, FoKter care. Child Cool Aid :)R.'M»5r Ilomernaker 382-613S ClInlcN; School Health .Sor-
Par* Critiia Lino (24 hour«) 3864)32.3 l^andlord and'renant Advi.«iory vices; Suniitdlon .SorvIcoH;
ents
—Cenlrnl .Saanich and 
Snanieh 3824121
Family Allowiiace, Old hm 
SoMirlly nnd Gu,fii'nri(ejMl In 
comri Snppicmont 388-3631
lUircBii 382-3 IfKI





-Sidney, North Saanich, Gulf Finuiiciul AssiNtance (Social Meal,h on Wheel,8 050-2147





38.5-0415 Did Age .Security):
,‘School Disitricts
,l!ov,and CupidcroLoi u» Fmanieh Menta! nraltii Centre : No, 6C| - itnral.‘Saanich, Ccmral ' 
'I Secur  ; ; ^ ^
.tH5*.33r)(i —vSIdncy, Ccnlral and North I’olfliri Hcallli (Pre-naliil, Well SIdiujy 650-1111,
384-1431 .Saanich, OuU Island,« OfiO-SMl Haby, Immunluntioii and V.D, Servlccn for the.Eldorly 3884268
ssuWmsr/
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Wednesday, October 17, 1973
by David Jelliffe 
This article, which originally 
appeari^ in the April 19 edition of ^ 
the Vancouver Sun, is reprinted 
here because Sidney postmen feel 
it expresses their feelings better 
than anything they could say 
themselves
W&ur ® 'Wmur Bmg
... ___1 J rianio ho hac “T cVinl- nff a hoilSfi for thr(
is.)
The other day I delivered some 
mail to a bank, but a dog wouldn’t 
allow me to approach the en­
trance until the lady came out, 
confused and embarrassed, to 
lure her pet away from the door.
I am no longer angry, lady, but 









Okay, lady. Let me tell you 
about dogs.
Of course, your dog is nice and 
friendly and somehow worth­
while because he functions in 
your house as an emotional ex­
tension of yourself.
Say you call him Bowser — a 
curious name, but somehow it 
does have a pleasant dog-ring 
about it — and the animal starts 
with you as a puppy.
Funny little creature, cute and 
appealing with wiggles and a 
desperate need to be loved. Okay 
so far?
As the dog grows, he learns 
certain things are rewarding: 
paying attention to you when 
you’re lonely and noticing noises 
you can’t hear that alert him to 
your defence.
Bowser is stalwart, reliable, 
and so grateful for his food and 
your affection.
I understand, lady; the dog is 
part of the family.
With the children: backyard 
merriment; with the old folks: 
muzzling the seeking palms with 
a cool nose and comfortable 
chops; with you: obedience, 
liquid eyes and wags.










Okay, lady. Good old Bowser 
knows you, knows about his 
shelter and food in recognition, 
and Bowser knows about his 
manners, too.
Bark and frighten your friends 
and swift spanks; bite the 
children and it’s goodbye 
Bowser.
The rules are simple. Friends 
and children are taboo. Everyone 
else is discriminated against on 
individual merits.
And so, we come to the post­
man.
Okay, lady. Let me tell you 
about the postmen.
There are really two sets of 
postmen, the letter carrier and 
the postal courier.
The letter carrier is so obvious 
he hardly catches your attention.
He’s the homely man trudging 
everyday to your house with the 
mail and magazines.
He’s the one out there in the 
dark, in the cold, in the sleet anc 
snow and driving rain — and on 
foot.
The letter carrier walks 
walks his life away for you 
eight cent steps.
He is the reality of the ex 
pression “Queen’s Service’’ 
although the official envelopes 
are a little more dignified: Her 
' Majesty’s Service’’.
Also serving are the little red 
trucks. These are the couriers 
who spring up suddenly in front of 
your home with parcels, 
packages, big boxes, registered 
letters and special delivery 
things.
The courier starts at 8 a.m. and 
mustn’t continue after 11 p.m.
A rather long day for the little 
red truck, don’t you think?
When the roads are so slippery 
and the wires down and the wind 
howling and everyone knows that 
Sunday is snug when you’re at 
home, the courier somehow gets 
to you with that special delivery 
letter
He has no choice: this is what 
Queen’s Service means.
Okay, okay.
Our postal system may not be 
I the best, but the boys bn five-day 
; feet or seven-day wheels redly 
try.
(^een’s Service is impb^
f;,them>:f.
Okay, lady: Let me tell you 
about dogs and postmen.
For Bowser, it’s quite simple. 
Here comes; a purposeful 
stranger in uniform.
The stranger embodies intent. 
He will invade unless stopped. 
Thus barks, growls, teeth, and 
all the aggressive acts natural to 
his command.
In fact, nothing short of biting 
will do, as this man comes closer 
and closer.
Bowser invents the rules. 
Growling, snapping dogs deter 
the postman.
Deter his schedule and, im- 
fortunatcly, deter his spirit.
A bad incident with a dog, just 
one, and he wonders about 
Queen’s Service.
His wife doesn’t wonder.
When she feels the fear he talks 
about at night over supper, the
I:'
|v,i,■
incomprehensible panic he has 
gone through, the dread of 
tomorrow — well, lady, she does 
what good women do: she nags 
him about Queen’s Service in 
order to save her man.
And so another useful man no 
longer serves you.
But somehow the mail gets 
through and you really don’t 
know, do you lady, about your 
dog and the postman?
Okay lady, I’ll tell you some 
stories about postmen and dogs.
Not the really bad stories about 
torn flesh and men becoming 
strange because of the fear: not 
about the desperate ways men 
have thought up to kill your pet 
because of the fear.
No. Those are stories for men 
who have been made into animals 
because of the fear.
These men will know that their 
particular experiences are dark 
and intimate and not for 
retelling.
Here’s a clue.
Everyone thinks how funny 
.... the dog never likes the 
postman .... naughty Bowser
__ it’s only the postman
stop that. Bowser.
And then to the postman: “Oh, 
don’t worry, he never bites.’’
The postman understands your 
confusion about the animal’s 
behavior, but he also knows 
something you can’t com­
prehend: Bowser bites and, 
opportunity allowing. Bowser 
savages
So the irony of your next 
comment: “Bowser never did 
that before”, hardly stops the 
bleeding, or the pain, or the 
growing fear.
For that man, at that moment. 
Queen’s Service doesn’t mean 
very much.
In the cafeteria, the post office 
boys are lounging around 
because the mail’s been 
delivered and there is a little time 
left before they clock out for the 
day.
So idle chat and gripes and 
gossip: the dog stories surface 
here..,
In the telling, these stories are 
quite funny, lady, but you’ll 
notice the table-laughter is a little 
too loud, a little too frantic tio 
allow the reality of any incident 
to beepme too close.
This do-men forget cowardice 
and fear ; by fooling around with 
their anxieties like clowns^ : 
Nothing less cotdd be bearable. 
“So everyday I’d drop the rnail 
in the box on the porch and try to 
make the gate before the little 
bastard came around the corner 
to grab my leg.
“Usually I didn’t make it, so I 
had to hop the rest of the way (the 
story-teller stands up and hops 
and shakes a leg) to the gate, 
“Once I was through the gate 
he’d drop off like a rock and run 
around the house again,”
Why didn't you give him a good 
kick?
“Are you kidding? A Peke?
“I’d have killed him with a 
good boot. He doesn’t hurt,” 
Another story; “I’ve got a 
doberman who does hurt.
“He sits on the stoop next to the 
mail-slot and lets me make the 
drop if I move real slow.”
This brings general laughter 
and smart remarks until the 
story teller flares; “Idsten 
buddy, I’ve torn three sleeves; 
I’ve had the police there,
'Tvo tried cookies,
“1 even shut off that house for a 
month!
“The only thing that works is to 
m-o-o-O'V-e real s-lo-o-o-w ,,, 
There is laughter as he pan­
tomimes his biscuit into another 
man's coffee,
I shut off a house for three 
months, but then somebody ran 




“Wouldn’t let you put one foot 
on the lawn.”
“You think that’s bad?
I had a spitz who wouldn’t 
allow you on any lawn in his 
block.
“Grabbing and snapping every 
inch of the way.”
“What did you do?”
“I kicked him one good one, so 
now he trails me about three feet 
back, still yapping, but he won’t 
try for a bit again with me. I’ll 
tell you.”
(The only recourse the post 
office has to attacking dogs is to 
instruct the postmen not to 
deliver. I’he dog’s owner must 
then go to the station, to general 
delivery, if they want their daily 
mail. No charge, but no con- 
vience either, eh lady?)
There is a story they tell about 
the time, a supervisor shut off two 
residential blocks for a week 
because of one dog following the 
letter carrier around, snarling 
and snapping.
It works this way; if the letter 
carrier can’t make peace with 
the dog, and consequetitly 
becomes upset, he complains 
bitterly to his supervisor.
The supervisor, usually an ex­
letter carrier, doesn’t need 
pictures.
He acts immediately, because 
he wants to keep his men 
reasonably content, energetic 
and on time.
So this supervisor drove over to 
look at the situation and then 
declared two blocks were shut 
off.
Back at the station, letters 
were written to each house, in 
forming them of the change in 
postal service, due to the actions 
of that one dog, and the super 
visor then personally delivered 
each letter.
Of course, bitter phone calls 
followed.
The supervisor was adamant 
(Yes, sir, write to Ottawa, here is 
the address. No, madam, I don’t 
care what you dp; the postmaster 
doesn’thave to face that dog but 
my letter carrier does. As long as 
that dog is loose you’ll have to 
come down here for your mail. 
I’m sorry, but that’s the way it
Anyway, it seems a delegation 
of neighbors went around to the 
dog’s house to have a quiet chat 
with the owners.
Two days later, the letter 
carrier was back and all was 
forgiven.
There’s another story they tell 
that doesn’t end well.
Skip this paragraph, lady, if 
you outrage easily.
A letter carrier delivering 
mail to a new subdivision was so 
savagely mauled by a German 
shepherd that he had to be rushed 
to the hospital by neighbors.
His wife came to him at once 
and, seeing the ripped pants and 
the tunic with the dark wet stains 
of blood and him there in the 
bandages, well, lady, she sud­
denly became hysterical — right 
there in the ward, in front of 
everybody, supervisors and 
police and all, until a doctor gave 
her something to quiet her.
' She made her husband quit his 
walk, then and there.
He had about six years left 
before his pension.
Where is the justice in Queen’s 
Service, lady?
We’re given a little aerosol can 
of liquid pepper that slows down 
most dogs when they get a 
faceful.
They just stand there, lady, 
looking surprised and run away 
to rub it off.
I know it’s unfair to spray a dog 
on his own porch and some 
couriers don’t even bother trying.
It is the street dogs who 
challenge you the entire length of 
the block that get the spray.
Okay, lady. I’ve told you about 
dogs and postmen and the way 
Queen’s Service goes.
Most people lock up the dog 
when the letter carrier is due and 
let the animal out later on.
It’s your turn now, lady.
There are some 1,(X)0 letter 
carriers and postal couriers in 
Vancouver who would like to hear 
what you have to say about your 
dog and Queen’s Service.
Please, lady, tell us your side of 
the story.
PS: Don’t worry about that 
letter carrier who had six years 
left.', 'V'': '";■■■ IF'-
The post office gave him an 
inside job — we look after our 
own but sometimes that man 
wonders about all the pebple on 
his old walk he used to see each 
day.
Will anyone still say: Good 
morning, lady. I’ve got a nice 
little stack of mail today, just for 
you
r
FOR DOTING AUNTS 
AND GRANDMAS..
You KNOW tliey’ll be pleased if you 
give them a portrait of your younpter, 
or a family portrait by
Jane
_ udLio 5^
and how about portrait Christmas 
cards for your friends. It’s sure not 

















SPECIAL FALL ESCORTED TOURS
Departs Every Saturday
©w Dble. or Twin
Includes transportation, accommodation, side trips to Lake 
Tahoe, Virginia City, Carson City, free fun packages, miles 
of sightseeing and much more.
For More Information and Reservations
Call or Write to
VANCOUVER ISLANB COACH LINES
Employee Owned Company
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This Could Be Your
You Could ie A Winner!
r
i
Here is How 
You Can Win
Bring this flyer to the Robinson 
Store—Check your flyer num­
ber against the list of numbers 
on display in the store. If your 
flyer number matches one of 
the numbers posted . .. you ore 
the w i n n e r of a "Robinson 
Stores" mystery prize.
3 Doy Sole Stortirig THURSDAY
FABUIOOS »MIIY FASHION VAHE
jS»S" '







il Polypi'opolene nylon ski
^ jacket, fibre filled for 
y warmth without exces- 
If: sive weight. 26V2'’ length. 
§ Choose from Blue, Red 
<|/i or Purple. Sizes; S(8-10), 
'll M(10-12), L(12-14).
Select Early!
Ladies' iyleii Paatf H®s® Ladlti' Padded Bra
100% stretch nylon panty hose, first quality 40 denier panty, 20 deni^ 
leg Knit in Lycra waistband. Colors: Beige and Mocha. One size fits 100- 
I60'lbs. Special low price. Exceptional value! Hurry in, Save.
A Quality bra by “Smart”! Fine broadcloth. Ernbroi- 
dered padded cups. Elastic insert at front. Helenca 
lined elastic stretch straps. Sizes; A cup. 32, d4, 36, 
“B” cup: 32, 34, 36,_385.
Sisper SPECIAL PRICE, Each
Easy on care and smart to wear. The sharp polyester pant 
is pull-on style, moderately flare leg, cuffed. Elastic 
waistband for comfort; Assorted colored plaids. Sizes; 10 
to 18. A quality pant for the money.





■ ■<: ■■ ' .
; .
/
1007c acrylic knit pullover 
sweater. Fancy cable stitch 
; Irbht with embroidery trim. 
Popular shades of lled. 





Lodies' Nylon: Lace Stretch Terry
PRICE EACH Infants’ stretch terry sleepers hi a cholce of two styles. Either 
turquoise or yellow -- - .suitable 
for boy or girl. Sizes: 0"1'2. 
Budget saving price,
Comfortable '2-way .stretch nylon 
Uu-o. Elastic nl waist and thighs. 
D o U 1j 1 e cnileh, Colors: While, 
Super Pink, Aqua, Nude, Frosty 
Grape, Mint, Black. .Sizes: .S M-L.
Each vs;
s 1;.
ly" , - ' ' i‘





Misses' Acrylic Ladies' Acrylic
Jftcqtiard bulky mitts, knit, in so «. 
warm aeiyltc ytims. < "‘‘'i luigUt 
natleriis in pleasing 
iuie j>tretdj size to7,y‘4rs.
y.dc priced!
Jacquaid bulky mlU.s, fancy knit In 
U)uHl'ia.'loti.*d jjottci O'*'. Choice of 
asRorled styles, One streteh size 






Hore‘8 n wondorful opportunity for the thrifty homemaker to save on this 100% acryli
.lacciuard bulky mitts in nswrted 54jjich Width In H terrific nw'ortment of colofS. Just per-
roloUrlpbt pntterns. One sirelcb ^ wtuut ui t
size nm all. Outstanding vpUie at Lim i)aolS, dreSSOK, ClC. blDCK up OB lIBh OUlhUiliu-this low, special sale prkt*. Hurry . t .1
In, save! - ■ ing valiie! Sew and aave'now. ■
t*
Vfd.'d J ;




ALIES AT iiHARKABLE SAVINGS! Giris' Flannelette Pyjamas
i ^
W . 'ipV' ^ '* 'v '
• y^'v ■' ' V■ i V** Q'^/~ W - •' *
: '>; :d
le nylon ski 
3 I'illed for 
thout exces- 
26V2'’ length, 





cup: 32, 34, 36;
Girls’ cosy cotton flannelette pyjamas, in assorted color­
ful printed patterns. Regular style jacket, full length 
pants. Sizes: 8 to 14.
^ K ' *0 V ' ^‘’1 • A ' a- I* f**-
L 'i rfc'''-
Value priced!
Little liirls' Flette Pyjamas
Little girls' flannelette pyjamas in pretty printed pat­
terns. Carefully tailored, full cut. Preshrunk ‘washable.’ 
Assorted patterns and colors. Cosy warmth
at a tiny price.




LADiES' FLANNELETTE JR. MISSES' LONG
Each 2 99
Each 2 29
Full length flannelette gowns. Pretty printed patterns. 
Long sleeves. Lace trim collar and yoke. As.sorted pat­
terns and colors. Little girls 'sizes: 4-G-GX. ^
Real buy at this regular low price. .^9
Each
29 i^Y J AM AS. LOm GOWNS GOWNS
Tailored and lace trimmed 
Peter Pan collar. Assorted 
floral prints. Trousers have 
elastic at waistband. Pre­
shrunk ! Machine washable! 






Winter warm! Machine wash­
able. Flowered cotton flannel­
ette gowns, “V” and round neck 
styles. Pretty patterns in floral 
prints. Front button openings. 
Sizes; S-M-L. Super special.
Full length printed flannelette 
gowns with neat lace trim. As­
sorted floral designs. Pre­
shrunk! Washable! Excellent 
color and pattern selection. 
Junior misses’ sizes 7 to 14. 
Value priced!
Springy acrylic knit pullovers. A must for an active 
boy’s wardrobe. Round ;about stripes oh body, plain 
long sleeves. Mock turtleneck style. Machine vyash and 
dry with care. Colors: Grey, Green, Navy, Brown, in 
sizes S-M-L-XL! Sale priced!
PRICE
Each SPiCIAL, Each
100% cotton flannelette pyjamas. Matching fray-resistant 
piping! Pant has" ail 'round elastic vyaistfaandx Golorful, 
fancy prints. Carefully tailored full cut. Preshrunk. Ma­
chine washable! Value priced to size.
Value and neatness! at an economy price. Expertly j
made of 100% washable: cotton. Flared, cuffed bottoms 
and wide belt loops the boys will like. Assorted color- l^Vu'
ful plaids. Sizes: 8 to 18. Putstandirig, October sale 






Thermal combed cotton 
underwear with flat-lock 
•seams. Rib knit cuffs. 
Machine washable. Coiors 
Blue and Gold. Priced to 
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COVER-PAD SET LIGHT BULBS
iltv blitnkin with a soU tnh.sh. 
ilS» lUO-' anci rnvon bUmd. Warmth
mm ■ ^ .yAS’.'xAx |nit weight. "Non^ ajlergonic!_ Mil
'$hm
w.r ■* m
wa.sh and dry. Wide .satin bind- 
"i%" h'i",,
(JloMr Kpurkle iniltm — assorted 
cotoLH Ui (he wt, Outdoor sock* 
ois and addon connectors, 25 
the «et i>y Noma. HeroN a «<iper 
siM'cial you won't want to pans 
up.
tiii.i.'ly uilti’t t* pl> .'(p'-'iiK
yarn knitting wmied 7d'.’{i 
neryllc, wool. Machine
wash a hie! Machlni) d r y a b I o! 
ik'iiudtuj hlurtllcH, 2-OZ, pull 
;,!5cir., jiu! up, lluf ry in fui 
selection,
jvUHi'un Snuiiilhc CHUisiei MU. 
5 pieces coffee, tea, sugar, 
flour and cookie tar, Twoione, 
White/Black, A v o c a d o/Black, 
Gold/fllack. Kxc(‘p(intial Octolter 
value (d the ii'gular low pmy.
Ailunone feiion neaieu ironing 
board and cover set, Oiae piece set 
for smig wrinkle-free fit. Draw- 
siring (losure, Fin, all J5"x5f'' 
liotiing ixauds, A tphiUly set.
fettuck up on hglit bulint at a bud- 
prlw,get saving i . Westlnghouso 
ritiallly, Your choice bf tKi watf or 
inO-vvalt -■ 2 bulbs to a package. 
t>n Side white stock lasts, ao Iturry 
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60% wool, 21% Viscose, 137o nylon 
blend work socks. 3-lb. weight, 3-ply 
rib knit. Nylon reinforced heel and 
toe with heel guard. Grey with 





A heavy weight, water repellent cotton duck. 
Heav^y quilt lining, button-on hood with draw­
string, four large pockets. Big zipper front clos­
ing, knitted storm cuffs, Olive color. Sizes; 36 
to 46. Outstanding sale value at this .special sav> 
ings price. Take advantage of this great value ,.. 












# Pofycsteir - HyIo« Fabric 
®"F Range A
© Choice of Populor Colors
Each
Men. here’s a fnniaHtic Khl)i Iniy! Finely knit iioly- 
(M'tiir n*vl ni'tnn rln'iiM «.hirt vvUVj i)ie slr^Mi'k ?in(i lifnd 
eomlort Iniih iit, and the «Hldrt always hmincrs tsaek 
to lia neat natural hhapo, Tlu* !ut\n paint collar has 
stays to prevent cvirl, styled wltli placket front. Vlas 
one pocket, two Inmon cuffs WS'd',al'iU:‘' llnTU’! in drip
Avwwv'.AV .'•VA
at !-»- »■•• *•' ^
' L t V *■ I k U
kl i, I » I- '"
i
O'/V.V At'i'j'> Vv/r'pit 'i<i' '>'>'! a,iV|; I'd'i , , J,
i
1t' ^ ■ it J ^ £f '//. ^y %/' 
a% /% / f / O.
P < /y 1
mi*
Be sliaiTi ill kev-iiole knits the great wash ’iV vvenr easiuds, Here is the lurtle- 
Atbck look madJ for you. Easy to care for . , . just machine wash nnd dry. Colors: 
Wine, Navy, Whiskey. Bui'ple, Sizes: S-M-hi, Out.standing October »'
sale value at litis low luiee, -. •
■i.. Each'
N^ens Therinriol Undcrwocir
Forlrel and cotton thennal underwear, Men. here is iiroteclion with warmth dttring 
the cold wnilcr inoiiihs iihead. (Nialily theiroai ..Ivnt,. .o’ld. ur.'e.vcir. hi mcr.h knit, and 














Week of October 15, 1973 "
i.C. skiing soars lo now heights 
with improirec! facilities, 'copters
British Columbia’s ski 
vacationland has jumped 
from a few scattered 
spots a few years back to 
63 registered areas at 
present and more still 
being developed.
These ski areas cover 
practically the entire 
area of B. C. from Stewart 
in the northern section 
of the province to the 
Okanagan and Kootenay 
resorts in the south, and 
from the Vancouver Is­
land runs in the west to 
the high ski areas that 
run the length of the 
R.dckies, Selkirks, Mon- 
ashee and Purcell Moun­
tain ranges. And the Cari­
boo area in the interior 
.,ofB.'C.
Today skiing is the “in” 
sport Tor the outdoor set; 
and tens of Thou sands of 
T skiers of all ages take to :' 
die slopes every weekend 
to enjoy the thrills of 
;:,skiing.^
Helicopter glacier ski­
ing, the newest adventure 
on skis, is really coming
to the front this year. It 
is expanding r a p i d 1 y. 
whole family can enjoy 
the sport of skiing.
Lift facilities at these 
resorts cover a wide 
range from gondola, aer­
ial tram, chair lift, T bar, 
Poma lift, handle tow, 
rope tow and cable tov/.
They also have ski 
schools, ski patrols, day 
lodges, ski shop rentals, 
coffee bars and many have 
special after ski activi­
ties such as sing songs 
and dancing. The larger 
resorts have overnight 
accommodations and all 
of them are situated only 
a few miles from towns 
or cities where there are 
motels a:nd hotels, 
some of the ski lodges 
have dining lounges, baby 
sitting services and. even 
swimming in hot mineral 
pools such as at Harrison 
Hot Springs, close to 
Hemlock Valley, Radium 
Hot Springs or Fairmont 
Hot; springs.
The unique adventure 
on skis is helicopter 
glacier skiing. There are 
several areas in B.C. 
where the skier is trans­
ported by helicopter to 
powder snow areas on 
glaciers. Many of them 
have never been skied 
before others have spec­
tacular runs laid out that 
can vary from two to 10 
miles and vertical drops 
of more than 6,500 feet.
Here is an abbreviated 
rundown of helicopter 
glacier skiing that is av­
ailable in B.C.
Hans Gmoser will be 
continuing his operations 
of flying skiers into the 
Bugaboo Mountains that 
he started in 1965. The 
Bugaboos are located in 
the rockies. He also op­
erates bn ; the^^ C 
Mountains in the Rocit­
ies at Valemount, B.C. 
and also to the Monashee 
Mountains out of Revel- 
stoke and Mica Creek 
'■ dam.''/', ' '•^
Mike Wiegele will also
be operating helicopter 
glacier ski tours on an 
expanded basis this 
season in the Cariboo 
Mountains from Vale- 
mount where there is 
accommodation.
P.adium Hot Springs 
this season, is offering 
Radium Glacier skiing. 
A jet-powered STOL 
(Short Take Off and Land­
ing) aircraft based at 
Radium Hot Springs will 
fly skiers into the South­
ern Bugaboos by the day.
At Smithers there is 
helicopter skiing on Hud­
son Bay Mountain and 
adjacent mountain ran­
ges. Horst Saferak of the 
Family Sports and Ski 
Centre is combining with 
Qcanagan Helicopters to 
make, helicopter, skiing, 
available ;/ to y n e a r b y 
mountains.
Garibaldi’s fabulous 
Whistler . Mountain also 
has helicopter skiing, a 
challenging sport in which 
you ski the massi ve gl ac-
iers of Garibaldi and the 
adjacent 1,000 square 
miles of the Pacific 
Coast Range. There is 
also the Whistler May 
Carnival, usually held 
on the May 24 (Victoria 
Day) weekend, which 
features international 
aerobatic, aerial and Hot 
Dog Championships. And 
the Canadian Downhill 
championships will be 
at Whistler Jan. 7-11.
All the details of the 
63 ski areas are covered 
in the B. C. Four Season 
Vacationland booklet, 
also entitled Ski Beautiful 
British Columbia. It is 
put out by the B.C. De­
partment of Travel Indus­
try at 1019/ Wharf! ST, 
Victoria. It can also be 
picked up at local tour- 
ist bureaus.;:",',''//;: ,
/ Many of the/ resorts 
have been busy this past 
summer preparing for the 
ski season ahead.
Lars Fosberg’s Troll 
resort at Quesnel will 
(continued on page two)
British Columbia is more than just your Province.
It s your home.
V'/ri'I
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A land where waves pound down 
on long beaches.
A land of deep green forests filled with fish 
and game. And silence.
A land of mountains that disapyjear 
into the sea
A land of clean cities and clear air,
A land of valleys full of friendly laces 
and warm handshakes. A land where 
fresh fruit ripens in warm fall sun.
A lanrl of hioj'iwavs
and backroad.s tl'iat beckon,
See it this Fall.
A land vdtore liislory still lives vdtli 
.. today's way, of life, , /
A land tliat offers to tlibse fortunate enouglT 
to live here, the qualities of life that 
tourists travel miles to experience, / / ■ / 
In a world that's being civiliited out of its . • 
senses, come back to yours this fall 
"nike llie time to look around you.
At a land to love, 'lb Ixr part of,
'lobe proud of.
Your land ,., British Columbia.
more trawl information, vidt any British Colutnlria Information Cenlq*. ov urtte; Britisli Columbia Deparlmenl of Trawl liiduslry, 1019 Wliait Simei, Vidotia, B.C. '/j
Sears 
Low Price
We're convinced this is your number-one chain­
saw buy in British Columbial The lightweight 
XL-2 weighs only /’/s lbs. less bar and chain. 
It features the "Softone" muffler and automatic 
oiling. And it's one of the best cutting chainsaws 
ever. Complete with 12" bar and chain, (59004) 
*RTM
Sviorts Horclwor* (V| Phone Enqulrlem Rurnaby 433-3311, 
Richmond 373-5543, Surrey 530-0311, Nanolmo 753-4111, 
VIctorloi ailO-ym, Knmloopi 374-6611, Kelowna 763-5811. 
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. , . on your convenient Soar* ull-purpo»e orcounl. 
It you don't lulready hove one, arrange to opon one
■ today.,''■
MORE ABOUT
Many ski events scheduled
(continued from page one) 
have a new beautiful rus­
tic mountain lodge this 
year.
Hudson Bay Mountain 
at Smithers will have a 
new T Bar, 3,800feetlong 
by 900 feet vertical.
New base,facilities are 
planned for Tod Mountain 
at Kamloops. A new 
village will include ac­
commodation, dining and 
ski shop facilities.
A new chair lift, 4,400 
feet long by 1,100 feet 
vertical will be ready this 
season on Revelstoke’s 
Mount MacKenzie.
Salmo, in the Kooten- 
ays has added a new T 
Bar, 4,200 feet long and 
1,100 feet vertical.
And also in the Koot­
enay s, Kimberly is doing 
a facelift of the old 
Bavarian theme in the 
downtown area. This will 
give new life and add to 
the attractiveness of the 
highest altitude city in
Canada and will certain­
ly enhance it as a ski 
area.
In addition, the B. C. 
Department of Recrea­
tion and Conservation has 
made a grant of $24,600 
for a lighting system for 
night skiing.
At Fernie, in the same 
area as Kimberley, the 
Snow Valley operation is 
going on a seven-day-a- 
week operation for cer­
tain periods this winter. 
They also have a rent- 
a-mountain plan. Write 
Snow Valley Ski, Box 
788, Fernie, for details.
A new chair lift has 
been completed and is in 
operation at Forbidden 
Plateau, near Courtenay 
on Vancouver Island. 
Forbidden Plateau is 
planning a regional Hot 
Dog and exhibition ski 
competition champion­
ship during the B. C. Fes­
tival of Winter Sports 
this season.
Big White Mountain, 
near Kelowna, will host 
the World’s Ragallo 
(Delta) Wing Kite Flying 
Championship on Jan. 
26-27. It is also a B.C. 
Festival of Winter Sports 
event.
Silver Star at Vernon 
will host the Canadian 
Gelande Sprung Champ­
ionships on Feb. 4. This 
B. C. Festival of Winter 
Sports event will be 
the opener of the Vernon 
Winter Carnival which 
runs from Feb. 4 to 11. 
The slalom SIS Derby 
will also be held at 
Vernon on March 1.
Other events that are 
coming up this winter in­
clude; The Pontiac Down­
hill races at Rossland 
Jan. 31 to Feb. 3. The 
Pontiac Cup event at 
Mount Baldy, Osoyoos, on 
Feb. 2. (This date is tent­
ative.) Other race dates 
were not set at press 
time.
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Tho rules have changed. So has the uniform. But hlo special 
brand of raw courage Is still the same. And his special breW': 
Old Stylo Beer. Still slow-brewed and naturally aged. Still full 
of honest-to-goodnoss flavour. It's his style. And your style. 
Tackle one tonight and see.
Old Stilts 8‘-0W-BREWED AN» NATUnALLY ASKD.
ntmi
Hot tips to keep warm
when ramping in winter
Conference lists 
rules of hunting
Gamping in winter or 
the late fall is a vigor­
ous outdoor exercise but 
it can be a cold one if 
you. don’t take pre­
cautions.
First thing is to pick 
a site that has some 
shelter from the wind 
but is not shaded from the 
sun. Do not camp on a 
hill if you can avoid it. 
The cold night air slides 
down the hill as the warm 
air rises from the valley 
below. Consequently the 
temperature on a slope 
will be several degrees 
cooler than a spot where 
there is no breeze.
Don’t camp under dead 
or heavy limbs, es­
pecially if it is real 
cold. A frozen branch 
could snap off during 
the night and fall on the 
tent.
Use evergreen boughs, 
bov/ side up, or straw 
or newspapers as a base 
for your bed. Lay a 
groundsheet on top of 
tiiis base and then your 
sleeping bag. Be sure to 
have a winter sleeping 
bag, one that is well 
insulated, and if pos­
sible have a liner or extra 
blanket to throw on top.
To help warm things 
in the tent use a stove, 
lantern or One of those 
tent heaters. Keep a flap 
open somewhere when- :
‘ ever sthey are being op- 
- operated both you and; 
they need oxygen. And put 
‘em out before you crawl 
into bed!
Clear an area of snow 
for the fire. Erect aplat- 
form of stones or logs ~ 
that gets away from melt­
ing snow killing the coals. 
For open-fire cooking, 
lids are necessary for all 
pots and pans.
When you get around 
to chopping kindling for 
the fire, you will notice 
that frozen wood has a 
remarkable ability to 
deflect the blade of an 
axe. A camp saw is a 
great time saver in cold 
weather.
For easier cooking use 
a campstove. Using it in­
side the tent certainly 
speeds cooking and helps 
keep you warm. Gasoline- 
fired "stoves are the most 
efficient in winter - low 
temperatures effect the 
pressure of .some LP gas 
units.
Try for your usual bal­
anced diet in a winter 
camp menu. The only 
changes might be where, 
freezing of certain foods 
would cnuBO a problem.
Prepare food before the 
trip - Slews, egg'..potato~ 
hacon mush, baked beans 
and the like - then freeze 
and cut into convenient 
pack size. .Justheat and 
, .eerve. laton ;
Dried fruit, nuts,
cheese and unsweetened 
chocolate make great
hike .snacks. Theunsweet 
idea is to get away from 
thlrst-proauclng sugar. 
Water is tough to come
by and eating snow is not 
recommended. Melting 
snow to obtain water is 
a time-and fuel-consum­
ing process. It takes a 
big snowball to make even 
a half cup of water.
Tea or hot chocolate 
are the best beverages 
for the winter camp - 
they stimulate and warm. 
Alcohol is like a grass 
fire - quick to flare and 
fast to die. It raises your 
body’s surface temper­
ature for a minute or two 
then it begins constrict­
ing blood vessels until 
you feel colder than be­
fore.
Be aware of three pot- 




cur on bright or over­
cast days. The glare from 
snow is amazing. Try to 
fix your eyes on some 
dark object ahead - it 
helps. Wear sunglasses 
or snow goggles.
You can make Eskimo 
snow goggles from almost 
any opaque material - 
cardboard, birch bark, 
animal skin or bone. 
Select a piece big enough 
to cover the eyes. Fashion 
a band to tie it around your 
head. Cut narrow slits 
for your eyes. Try them! 
They v/ork.
The Sportsman
From the 36th Federal- 
Provincial Wildlife Con­
ference in Nova Scotia 
comes a summary of 
recommendations for im­
proving and strengthening 
the sport of hunting. None 
of the points is new, but 
they all add up to an ex­
cellent course of action:
, 1. Trear hunting as a 
privilege, rather than a 
right. 2. Establish com­
pulsory, comprehensive 
programs for training and 
testing hunters. 3. Permit 
and encourage young 
hunters to obtain training 
and experience through 
actual hunting under 
supervision. 4. Use more 
precise management
techniques to prevent 
overharvesting of local 
game populations.
5. Review methods of 
hunting. 6. Give large 
predators the status of 
game animals. 7. Improve 
enforcement and stiffen 
penalties. 8. Help sports­
men’s groups to broaden 
their interests and attain 
positions of respect in 
their communities. 9. 
Encourage sportsmen’s 
organizations to police 
their fellow hunters. 10. 
Develop information and 
education programs for 
the general public, 
designed to unite, rather 
than divide, the many 
interests in wildlife.
make every Winchester center fire 
cartridge as if your whole hunting
on It, It
People at Winchester know from 
experience all about the ''one-shot” school 
of center fire shooting. That’s all the chance 
many hunters ever get at game thcYh^e 
waited years to see.
You can’t get more out of a high-performance big 
game cartridge than you put into it. V^e're proud of 
the reputation we’ve earned through the years for 
accuracy and reliability. There are reasons for that 
reputation, and if you're as serious about big game 
hunting as we are, you owe it lo yourself to read 
about them.
Brass from our own mill: A cartridge case must chamber easily 
and quickly, withstand tremendous pressure during firirig, and 
still extract flawlessly. Many other sportsmen place .still an­
other severe requirement on cartridge brass; It has to remain 
strong and resilient for many reloads, For these demanding 
center-lire sportsmen, only one brass is good enough to bo 
used in Supoi-X center tue ammunition. The Ingti-qualily biass 
wo’ve manufactured ourselves for over 50 years. By making our 
own brass, we nro able to cuslom-tailqr the grain rjtructure and 
stiengtli rc.’quiitjino/'its i...4ll(;q ior 1j> uadi uiC.iv'Klu.ji caliber. 
This assures superior performance whrjnevei your big hunting 
chance comes along.
Cloan-burning smokeless powder: Power .•me! depondability 
W'hen siiaglrj shots count . . . tliai's vdrat you get, from the mocJ- 
orn, non-crarrosive propriltanl, wo pul into evrrry Wincliesler 
. cartridgo,, Mr-icio to our , owrr specifications, this powder is 
proorosKive-burnlno (or (asi barrel times, nnd optimum veloc-
Non-corrosive priming: Years ago 
the best priming mix available could 
corrode your lifle barrel permanently 
, . . sometimes even before you got 
your game back home . . . unless you 
took immediate and determined steps 
to clean the bore thoroughly. Today, we still recommend that 
you keep your favorite center tiro ride in top condition. But 
you can relax about the priming mix wo use In Winchester 
cartridges. It's real hot stuff v/hon it comes to instant, .all- 
weather functioning, but It.s corrosion-freo performance is easy 
on your barrel bore.
ity and energy tor Mvery load wo m.anulacturo,, As a result, 
hunters thrdugl'iout ,tho world have tho liophies 
to prrjvo that v/hon a singlo shot counts, Winchoslof 
dollvers nd tho power you need at all roasortablo 
hunting rangos.
Silvortlp or Power-Point Bullets. Custom bnllisllcB to suit the 
game you’re gunning lor: With WinchosUrr, proper bnllislics is




big, 10 u g It 
skinned garrio.
' It's rnado to ■
poneifiilo through thick hide and tissue betoro releasing onergy 
with double-caliber stopping power, Powor-Poirrt is for largo, 
thin skinned game, hitting with crushirig sott-iroso impact. 
Checking accuracy (or your rifle is scloniillc loo y/ith free 




fa winchester the way you 
want it' "
, ,
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Right winter clothing 
vital in wilderness
By THE SPORTSMAN
Snow camping in Can­
ada is the growing thing. 
The Canadian-invented 
snow tractor, or snow­
mobile, is transporting 
thousands of outdoors- 
men, including hunters, 
ice fishermen, snowsho- 
ers and skiers, into the 
snov/-bound wilderness to 
spend a night or a week­
end.
Here are some hints 
on what to wear on a 
winter safari.
Modern fabrics, 
materials and technical 
know-how, in conjunction 
with scientific studies of 
the Eskimo have removed 
much tooth - chattering 
from cold-weather fun.
“Why does an Eskimo 
make his parka with the 
fur turned in to his body?” . 
It traps pockets of dead 
air to form perfect insu­
lation.
Wolves ruffle their 
coats and birds puff their 
feathers in cold weather 
for the same reason. New, 
light, layered clothing 
follows this trapped-air 
principle.
Ventilation is vital.
Your head and hands are 
your best radiators. Pull 
off your hat or mitts, or 
undo your coat at the neck 
for a few moments and you 
will soon reset the heat­
ing balance. When buying 
winter clothing, buy it 
thick. Thickness can be 
achieved by layering.
Down-filled cloth is the 
premier material for 
winter parkas, bedding 
and the like. It is light, 
bulky and resilient. It can 
be rolled to an amazingly 
small bundle in the case 
of sleeping bags, but 
bounces back to its for­
mer thickness when un­
rolled. That’s important- 
bulk for insulation.
Synthetic fill, such as 
Dacron may do the job, 
but be sure you have the 
weight recommended for 
the temperatures you’ll 
endure. Wool is great for 
shirts or sweaters under 
that parka, but don’t buy a 
wool sleeping bag. They 
lump and get cold.
Pick a heavy-duty pair 
of trousers made from 
some tightly woven wind- 
proof twill. Nylon snow- 
pants and snowmobile
suits are great for what 
they are designed - sit­
ting facing a frigid blast. 
However if you plan to be 
active, they don’t breathe 
too well and can get very 
warm.
“What good are those 
kookv-looking longjohns? 
They look like Swiss 
cheese with all those 
holes.’’ Believe it, those 
holes in mesh-style long­
johns help keep you warm.
Wear two pairs of 
socks, inner cotton and 
outer heavy thick wool, 
again for ventilation.
Boots can be the regu­
lar hunting variety, but 
there is nothing wrong 
with shoepacks or snow­
mobile boots, depending 
on what you plan doing.
Mitts are the best cold 
weather hand protection. 
Gloves are out! Separat­
ing the fingers merely 
chills then! faster. Wear 
two pairs of mitts. The 
outer should be water­
proof, the inner - a light 
wool. .
Your hat should cover 
your head under your 
parka hood - toques are 
ideal.
A new
If you’re looking for 
all - weather protection 
for your snowmobile the 
MacMillan Bloedel firm 
has come up with an A- 
frame shelter that can be 
used i both winter and 
summer.
Drawbridge doors at 
each end; m^e it possible 
to drive the snowmobile 
from the snow or from the 
ground, depending on the 
season, right into the 
shelter.
The plan was drawn up 
by an MB technical staffer 
in response to pleas from 
building supply dealers, 
snowmobile cl ubs and 
individual owners.
The structure, mea- 
suriiig eight feet’square, 
uSfes a minimuni of space 
and materials: The main 
material is low-cost, in­
door-outdoor Aspenite 
panelboard. There are 
four pieces of 4’x8’x3/8’’
for side walls and five 
pieces* of 4’x8’xl/2’’ for 
floors, doors, gussets 
and shelves.
The lumber is mainly 
Western Red Cedar and 
ranges from 2x6s, 2x4s 
and 2x2s do\vn to lx8s, 
lx6s, lx4s and a few 
smaller pieces. Some 
hinges, locks, screen, 
nails and paint complete 
the material list.
The wedge - shaped 
building provides a snug, 
ventilated garage with 
handy s h e 1 f space for 
tools and accessories.
Door height is adequ­
ate but the driver who is 
wise as weir as • tall will 
keep'his head down enter-
iiig or leaving: ■ Y;
A copy of the plan will 
be sent on request by 
writing tO: SNOWMOBILE 
SHELTER, P. a Box 335, 





In the face of spiralling costs, 
to hold the litte on prices.
we at Jones are doing everything
for your JonesHoNwever, if you've had to pay a little more 
PIONEER BRAND garments recently, it is 
becouse we refuse to compromise the fine quollty and 
superb croftsmanship you’ve come to expect from us and which we 
strive constantly to improve on.
That way, wo figure you continue to got maximum value for 
your dollar. We regret ony delay
or inconvenience you moy have experienced in getting yoi.ir choice 
of Jones products, but the unprecedented demand has exceeded 
oven our most ambitious expectations.
This supply situation will improve quickly os additional 
fabrics, personnel and equipment ore added to our production 
, facilities. ■„
KNt ft AWNJNG IIMIYED 
2034 W«»» 11th Avonuo, Vancouver 9| B.C
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The giraffe is as tall 
as an average adult human 
being when born.
Young fisherman at Stump Lake caught a trout.
It could be the high cost 
of meat these days or per­
haps the tang of the cold, 
fre-sh air in the lungs, 
whatever it is, ice fishing 
is gaining in popularity 
every {Winter season.
; If you are' going to try 
the sport for:' the first 
time ; you should have a 
good fiber-glass rod, 
about hve feet long. ^ ^
A limber' rod is good 
for small trout and pan 
fish. For the big hake 
trout," char, whitefish or ^ , 
walleyes you will need a 
stiff rod, which aids in 
setting the hook.
Your line can vary in 
test' weight but this de­
pends a lot on the size of 
the fish you are going 
after. The line should run 
from four to eight pound 
test and should be trans­
parent monafilament ny­
lon.
Your reel should be a 
free running one so you 
can change depth with a 
twist of the finger, that 
is if you are fishing with­
out a bobber.
Some fishermen, who 
don’t like reels, keep the 
line from freezing by 
winding it on two L- 
scrcw.s .set about 12 
inches apart on tho 
wooden handle of the rod.
The size of hooks de­
pend on the size of the 
fish you arc going after. 
One good rule is to use 
the same size hook you 
were using for su m m e r 
fishing, Thus, if a num­
ber 6, K or 12 size hook 
was landing the trout in 
The summer, stay with It.
If you are going to use 
a hobher use a small,one 
BO that the slightest nib­
ble vylll sink h. If the 
bobber or float Is too 
i buoyant the fish \vill often 
spit out the bait.
If you are going to set 
up your fishing gear at 
tho Ice hole and retire to
a nearby shelter you can 
buy a bell to fasten on the 
tip of the rod or get a 
tip-up flag device.
Lures and baits depend 
on the fish and the area. 
Shiny, bright colored and 
f luo re s cent lures work 
very well. Spinners with ' 
tred arid yellow stripes; 
and a spoon with an iirii- 
Tation pearl in ‘the curve, 
of the spoon v/orks well.
So do pearlwobblers, 
tinsel flashtails and arti­
ficial bright-colored flys. 
Trout go for the fly and 
will also hit natural baits 
such as crayfish, worms, 
salmon eggs and various 
grubs.
Keep your line jigging, 
or bobbing, as much as 
possible. The bobbing 
movement will make 
spoons Took like small 
fish. When a fish hits the 
lure drop your rod slight­
ly to give it some free 
line then swoop it up in a 
slow steady upward 
movem.ent,. Fish are in­
clined to mouth a bait in 
the winter and a quick 
strike will tear it out of 
its mouth.
If you shadow can be 
seen below the water then 
it's best to stay back of 
the hole as you will scare 
the fish off. Use a bell or 
a flag to ler you know 
when you have a bite.
In addition to fi.shing 
gear the Ice fisherman 
should have an Ice .spud 
or a Swedish type auger 
for cutting a hole In the 
ice. Some fishermen 
favor axes; 1'aper your 
ice hole so That St lookp. 
like an inverted funnel; 
with the larger end at liie^ 
bottom You fihould aSi?o 
have an ice skimmer to 
keep the hole free of 
lioatlng Ico, a Blotted «oi.ip 
spoon with a long handle 
"'works well,' ; '
By FRED MILNER 
Every year there are 
numbers of Canadians 
who get lost in the woods.
The majority of them get 
lost during the hunting 
season, in the late fall, 
the most dangerous time 
of the year because of a 
sudden snowstorm or cold 
spell that might come up 
overnight and the person 
who is lost may not be 
wearing winter clothing.
There are scores of 
tips on what to do, what to 
eat, and how to survive 
when lost. This article 
will just touch on the basic 
fundamentals that every 
novice outdoor sm an 
should know.
Before starting any 
journey into tlie wilder­
ness be sure that you have 
an emergency ration 
packet in your pocket. 
They are easily ob­
tainable at any outdoors 
store, only weigh a few 
ounces but they can save 
your life.
When leaving your base 
of operations be sure to 
take a compass bearing 
of the direction you are 
heading into the wilder­
ness. In short, if you 
head out in a north-west 
direction your return will 
be in a 0 south-east 
:;direction.: ■■ ' L.',,"'"""
If .:y6u are carrying a 
topography rnap; of; the 
area; :be : sure { to mark 
the location of the canip ; 
and ithe direction ybu are 
heading out , " •'
If you get lost this will 
help to find the direction 
you have to travel to re­
turn to camp.
When trav elling off a 
trail be sure to sightback 
frequently to fix the ap­
pearance of the country 
and objects in your mind 
so as to visualize what it 
will look like on your re­
turn.
Blazing, or marking, 
your trail is a good idea 
but be sure to look back 
to see if you can .see the 
blaze marks on your re­
turn journey.
The “sense of lo­
cation” of veteran out- 
doorsmen is mainly the 
habit of observing objects 
and terrain in detail.
When heading into the 
woods take a bearing on a 
lake, a hill, a clifforhigh 
tree and head in tliai 
direcliun in a siraighi a 
line as possible.
Romember that a vet­
eran outdoorsman tends 
to walk in a straight line 
in the woods, having 
picked up the habit 
through experience. Beta 
novice outdoorHinan, 
Btralghr from the urban 
areas,C'if, ho is aright- 
handed, will walk in an 
; alvnoBt perfect circle to 
the leit.
-Thlp': flHL .especially 
true at night when there 
are no landmarks to see. 
This circle can have a 
huge circumference, as 
much as six mileB,
or longer if the terrain 
is easy going. Best idea 
is to stay put until morn­
ing.
If lost avoid panic and 
fear. Check your compass 
and map. Think and go 
slow and try to remember 
the relation of uphill and 
downhill and stream 
courses. Try and get to 
a lake as there is usually 
a trail and a stream out 
of the lake.
Follow a stream down.
It will lead to a larger 
stream and at some point 
you are bound to find a 
round or a trail nearby.
If you have to give up 
be sure to camp in a con­
spicuous place and stay 
there. Build a camp fire 
and make it smoke by day 
and blaze brightly at 
night. And be sure you 
have dry matches with 
you.
Do not abandon your 
camp until you are sure 
where you are and where 
you are going.
If you have no compass 
and have difficulty in 
trying to get direction it 
is well to remember that 
moss grows on the north 
side of trees (it is shad­
ier) and tree branches are 
usually shorter and 
sparser on the north 
: ;side.
You can use yduf watch;, 
as an approximate com­
pass :on day s ;when; the;; 
sun is shining.; The end f 
of the? hour-hand is 
pointed towards the sun; 
a line is projected from 
tlie pivot, on which the 
hands are hung, over 
a point midway between 
the end of the hour-hand 









Your thumb rides the blue buttoti, 
instantly snaps the picture sharp and 
clear, keeps it that way for ever>' 
second of fast action viewing! The 
slow center focus is gone ... Insta- 
Focus is almost as fast as the 
human eye!
Now you can identify and size-up 
your quarry the instant you raise 
your glasses to your eyes . . . when 
every second counts, there's no 
struggle to clear up a fuzzy picture 
. . . no chance of overshooting the 
sharpest focus. Unbeatable for run­
ning game . , . for action sports! . .
"SQUINT-PRUF” FRONT LENSES 
screen out reflected glare from wat­
er, haze, snow and sand!. Matched 
optics throughout prevent eyestrain,
ROLL-DOWN RUBBER EYECUPS ex­
pand your vision with eyeglasses, 
sun and shooting glasses— extend­
ed, they cut out annoying side light.
Bushnetl oHer« the grao«o»t fonge 
biriocufoi's; atfcxlfafele / —; pricod
from ; $32.50 See {your ButHttoH
liealer or wrHe for the brand-new 
1973 Bushnell Catolog { ”
899 West 8fih Avenue 
VANCOUVER 9, B.C.
SET SICilSTS
cm THE "oral MI®
If you’ve always wanted a big, plush motor
home but. (ust couldn’t affoirdl it/. .. .
Look at thisi
Vanguard Trailers knows there's a need for a 
good sized motor home that looks great, per­
forms with the best dnd is loaded with comfort 
features/but really is priced lower.
It took two years developing this 20 and 24 foot 
'Open Road* in a separate factory to give you a 
Motor Home that sells for $2,000 to $4,000.00 
LESS THAN YOU’D EXPECT TO PAY.
Trades are terms up to 72
months —- at your local Vanguard Trailer Dooler.
Or see VANGUARD TRAILERS LIMITED







By ARNIE HOMEWOOD 
Road hunting is out 
along three major high­
ways of the province this 
year as the Department 
of Recreation and Con­
servation instituted new 
hunting regulations to try 
and bolster the sagging 
game herds in British 
Columbia.
Affected with a half­
mile-wide buffer zone, a
no shooting corridor, are:
Highway 16, between 
Prince Rupert and the 
Alberta boundary; along 
Highway 97, between Cot­
tonwood River and Daw­
son Creek and along High­
way 37 from the Nass 
River Bridge to Stewart 
through to the Yukon 
boundary.
Tighter hunting re­
strictions is the theme 
for this fall and winter’s 
sportsmen as excessive 
hunting pressure and 
deterioration of g a m e 
habitat has seen the herds 
drop to low levels.
The new regulations 
include reduced seasons
for deer, moose and elk 
in almost all districts of 
the province.
Dr. James Hatter, di­
rector of the B.Cv Fish 
and Wildlife Branch said: 
"This had to be done be-
animals haven't : 
recovered from the se­
vere winter three years 
ago r. the loss of deer and 
elk was heavy'’. ^
Other new regulations 
^ announced were: Non­
residents are prohibited
from shooting deer and 
antlerless moose in the 
Cariboo and Chilcotin 
districts; the previously 
unlimited bag on wolf has 
been cut to three and no 
one may take more than 
two cougars. On Vancou­
ver Island, the cougar bag 
limit is still one animal.
The B.C. 1973-74hunt­
ing regulations booklet 
has a detailed coverage 
of every area. Pick up a 
copy with your hunting 
licence.
That’s the big picture 
as B.C.’s new Minister 
of Recreation and Con­
servation, the Hon. Jack 
Radford heralds his first 
hunting season in office. 
The energetic and know­
ing Radford has other 
plans for next year such 
as "serious considera­
tion’ ’ to the introduction 
of a permit system in 
hunting.
“Distribution of these 
permits would be on a 
draw basis in some areas 
if demand exceeds sup­
ply" Mr. Radford said 
and added "First cpnsid- 
goTo resi­
dent; Canadians’'. ” ;
Meanwhile back in the 
outdoors, from reports " 
received and from per­
sonal observation.
Weather conditions will 
be the deciding factor on 
hunter success this sea­
son as in all hunting sea­
sons. The point is, the 
animals v/ere very active 
in our trips through the 
Interior and Vancouver
Island the past few 
months.
Increased restrictions 
by the Fish and Game 
Branch is bound to cut the 
harvest but somehow this 
writer feels it just may 
be a very fair hunting 
season on animals.
As this is being written 
in advance of the bird 
hunting seasons, it’s still 
too early to tell about our 
migratory fowl. Except 
bahdtail pigeons on the 
coast were not plentiful. 
Doves in the interior were 
on about par with last 
year - fairly plentiful.
The duck hatch in the 
Lower Mainland area 
seems to be down from 
past years but on the other 
hand. The Duckological, 
the news letter from 
Ducks Unlimited (Can­
ada), had, in. their July 
report, very favorable 
conditions for a good 
hatch in the Cariboo and 
Chilcotin districts. “One 
of the most favorable 
years for duck produc­
tion” is the way they put 
■ ../it^fof''B.C.
Grouse (all : species) 
are not expected to be too 
plentiful any where in the 
province. R1R g n e c k 
pheasants both oh the 
Low e r Mainland and 
Okanagan still fighting an 
uphill battle for survival 
and , not expected to be 
many more in numbers 
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The B.C. Snow Vehicle 
Association will expand 
its snowmobile safety 
clinic program this win­
ter. The first clinic will 
be held at Kamloops Dec.
15. The association, the 
recognized governing 
body of snowmobilers in 
British Columbia, started 
safety clinics some years 
ago, to educate snowmo­
bile operators in safe 
practices, in courtesy, 
and regard for the non- 
snowmobiling public.
Last winter, it held 11 
clinics in various parts
of the province. This year
34 clinics will be held in 
the next few months. Bill 
Shields, secretary-man­
ager of the BCSV A, will 
conduct some key clinics 
in regional centres, 
where directors of the 
association will receive 
a special training course.
Ten major points for 
safety featured - plus 10 
more concerning cour­
tesy, ecology, and law- 
abidance;
SAFETY; 1. Speed can 
be dangerous - confine 
racing to the track. 2. 
Avoid barbed wire - don’t 
try to get past it. 3. Scout 
unfamiliar , trails at slow 
speeds and do not jump. 
4. Gheck throttle, gas 
levely ; track Arid lights 
before Starting. 5. Don't 
travel alone,; use the 
buddy system and file a 
“flight plan" befofeleav- 
ing. 6: Don’t leave key in 
ignition - an invitation to 
thieves and children. 7.
: Install; a governor if al­
lowing children to drive. 
" 8, Dress in good snovG-
mobile clothing, remem­
ber the wind-chill factor. 
9, Use only solid hitch 
when towing sleds, etc.
10. Carry basic spare 
parts, tools and safety 
kit
COURTESY; 1. Don’t 
litter, take your wrappers 
with you. 2. Don’t pollute 
lakes and streams. 3. 
Don’t damage vegetation.
4. Respect property and 
rights of others. 5. Help 
anyone in distress. 6. Be 
available for search and 
rescue. 7. Don’t intrude 
upon hikers, skiers and 
other outdoorsmen. 8. 
Know and obey laws and 
regulations. 9. Check with 
owner or authority be­
fore entering lands. 10. 
Never harass wildlife.
"Safety of life and limb 
has never been as big a 
problem in B.C. as in 
some other parts of the 
continent, partly because 
of our association’s con­
tinuing safety program, 
and partly because the 
B.C. snowmobiler is 
older and perhaps more 
responsible than the 
international average,” 
says Al Horning of Rut­
land, newly elected chair­
man of the BCSVA.
Individual clubs will be 
involved in organization 
of virtually all the clinics, 
according to Shields. He 
stresses the local club 
will advertise and pro­
mote attendance at the 
clinic, and make arrange­
ments. The; provinciak 
office will be responsible 
for the program at the 
clinic - which involves a 
brief - talk, ■ showing of a 
safety - and an ecology 
film, distribution of a 
safety questionaire, and 
a discussion on safety 
practices and improving 
relations with skiers, 
outdoorsmen, rural prop­
erty owners and public 
officials.
Hiking, cycimg trail 
may use train route
The Provincial Parks 
Branch in co-operation 
with Canadian National 
Railways is carrying out 
a feasibility study of tho 
CN right-of-way on 
southern V ancouver Is­
land for possible conver­
sion to a non-motorized 
hiking and cycling route 
it was announced by the 
Honorable Jack Radford, 
Minister of Recreation 
and Conservation.
David r^reston of Van­
couver, director of the 
British Columbia .Cycling 
Association, Don Taras- 
off of Cobble I HU and 
Victoria, a graduate stu­
dent in history, and
University of Victoria 
undergraduate, JohnMik- 
Itka, have been hired by 
the Parks Branch to con­
duct the study,
They are biking the 
right-of-way between 
Victoria and Cowichan 
Lake during the course 
of the study.
The 69-mlle section of 
railway right-of-way be­
tween Saanich, near Vic­
toria. and Deerholme, 
near Duncan, ia no longer 
in use while other sec­
tions arc uaed only occa­
sionally.
The CN, in giving the
Parks Branch permission 
to undertake the parkway 
feasibility study, has 
indicated that other gov- 
e r n m e n t departments 
have expressed interest 
in the right-of-way as a 
possible rapid transit 
commuter line for the 
Greater Victoria area.
The 82 mile railway 
corridor provides an un­
equalled opportunity for 
the developnient of a 
provlncially significant 
non-motorized parkway. 
The right-of-way is read­
ily accessible from the 
communities of the 
Greater Victoria area, 
Sooke, Shawnlgan Lake, 
Duncan, Lake Cowichan, 
and Youhou.
of the Vic­
toria area would be able 
to use the proiMmedpark-, 
way as a safe cycling and 
hiking route from down­
town Victoria to the Sooko 
River, Traveller^ could 
visit a number of inter­
esting recreational areas 
Including TbetlR luake 
Patk, Fort Rodd Hill Na­
tional HlBiorlc Park, 
VVluy‘s Boach and Bant 
Sooke Regional Parks and 




They tan lead to a winter wonderland
r:v'V':
-t;;;
By "DINTY" MOORE 
Several years ago, a 
small ad appeared in the 
Dogwood Canoe Club bul­
letin. It read: “ R.equired- 
Several fanatics to join 
me, Trapper Frans in a 
snowshoe trip around the 
Bowron Lakes during the 
latter part of February or 
early March. Just think, 
a whole glorious week in 
sub-zero temperatures. 
Phone Trapper Frans if 
you are interested or 
know of any nut v/ho is.” 
V/ell he did acquire 
several fanatics to join 
him and they spent most 
of the week in sub-zero 
weather, so sub-zero that 
they were barely able to 
move let alone complete 
the circuit.
Now Trapper Frans 
is certainly not the first 
person to have done this 
type of thing. He had been 
preceded by Indians who 
were the originators 
of the present day snow- 
shoes, by fur traders, ex­
plorers, hunters, trap­
pers, loggers, surveyors, 
prospectors and com­
munications men. There 
was however, a big dif­
ference in That Trap­
per Frans was snow- 
shoeing for ‘ ‘fun” while 
the others had to use 
their ‘‘misery slippers” 
to dd their job.:
Trapper Frans may 
have been one of the 
forerunners in the rec­
reational snowshoeing in 
'the Caha.dian west. Now
figure out, for they are 
one of the most difficult 
shoes to travel in, due to 
their extra width and the 
fact that they won’t nest 
together in one’s natural 
step. They’re probably a 
good shoe for surveyors 
or hunters in thick brush 
or for winter steel- 
headers working between 
large boulders near river 
banks as the short length 
with no tail permit a short 
turning radius.
neoprene metal and 
neoprene, aluminum or 
magnesium framed with 
punched out rawhide web­
bing are now available. 
It seems the perfect 
snowshoe has notyetbeen 
devised.
In some parts of the 
country a modified Bear- 
Paw is becoming more 
popular. This snowshoe 
is generally slightly 
longer but considerably 
narrower than the regular 
Bear-Paw and some 
claim it to be a good 
mountain shoe.
For a more natural 
pace and therefore an 
easier snowshoe to use 
with less fatigue and dis­
comfort, a standard 
rounded toe shoe with a 
tail, or an Ojibway witli 
its high pointed toe and 
tail are far better as one 
shoe will nest with the 
other in one’s natural
Nor has the perfect 
harness or binding been 
devised yet, judging from 
the numbers available 
on the market. We have 
everything from old 
innter-tube, lampwick at 
10 cents per foot (it re­
quires about 16 feet of 
lampwick to make a pair 
of harness), leatlier harn­
esses and heavy duty in­
dustrial harness at $15 
to $20 per pair. Don’t 
knock lampwick, it makes 
a good reliable harness 
if properly tied and many 
of us still prefer this over 
any other. Sure it freezes 
up but so do buckles on 
leather harnesses.
experienced snow.shoers 
it will help you make the 
right selection of your 
equipment. Then you can 
enjoy the thrill of walk­
ing through the woods or 
hiking across a meadow 
on snowshoes. Who knows 
maybe one day soon Trap­
per Frans will again be 
advertising for more nuts 
to join him so you should 
be ready.
(Editor’s note: Mr. 
Moore who did an art­
icle on canoes in the 
spring supplement is 
also an expert on snow- 
shoes. He retails them 
and if there are any 
queries regarding snow- 
shoes he can be contacted 
at Moore Sales Ltd., 
4579 Kingsway, Burnaby, 
B.C.).
If you seek out a little 
good advice from some WARNING: The Department ol National Health and WeUareadvises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
Dace.
it seemeveryone young 
and did, want to get out 
in the snow and try snow- 
shoeing.
All you need for snow- 
shoeing is a foot or so 
of snow, a good pair of 
snowshoes, reasonable 
clothing and footwear for 
the climate, some cur- 
viva! gear if you are 
going into a wilderness 
area and some knowledge 
of the terrain in which 
you plan to traveL
One of the more 
important parts of your 
equipment is your snow- 
shoes and bindings, you 
should have, the right 
type for the terrain and 
snow conditions and the 
correct size for your 
weight.
It is designed and bal­
anced in such a way that 
the toe will lift out of 
the snow without “shovel­
ling.” The weave is open 
enough to allow powder 
snow to sift back through, 
hence rio^ extra weight to 
carry as on' some fihe- 
filled rnodeis. The Stand­
ard one piece rounded toe 
shoe is also ideal in open 
country or trails as well 
as mountain meadows and 
is a better shoe to use 
where there might be 
some tip § of small ever­
greens or other shrub­
bery sticking through the
■■I:,'-'
snow.
“Bear-Paw seems to 
be the most popular name 
in snowshoes, a fact 1 
have never been able to
SmetmrY
will mse
A favorite shoe for 
mountain climbing (as op­
posed to walking around 
meadows and on trails) 
is known as a Kenyon, 
named after Mr. Kenyon 
from the Kootenays who 
designed them and used 
them for that terrain. 
These sqowshoes may be 
classified with the mod­
ified Bear-Paw but are 
made without any web­
bing in the front end so it 
is quite easy to kick the 
frame into the face of a 
snow slope to get a good 
toe-hold. With a snow- 
shoe such as a Bear- 
Paw, Standard or Ojibway 
it is next to impossible to 
do this.
The smooth taste 


















v; A new Wildlife sanctu­
ary is to be established 
near. White Rock In the 
Serpentine River area of 
tl'ie Lower Mainland. 'I'ho 
250-acrc site, known as 
the Sorponttne VVlldllfe 
Management Area, will 
raise wild Canada geese.
The geese will later Ip 
released at other ixiints 
In the Fraser A'^alley says 
B.C. Conservation Min­
ister Jack Radford.
The Canadian Wildlife 
.Service, the B.C. Fish and 
Wildlife Branch, Ducks 
Unlimited and Douglas 
College are all working 
on the project.
The oldest, most wide­
ly used and probably most 
reliable are snowshoes 
made with white ash 
frames and filled or 
woven with top quality 
rawhide. * They require 
some care and mainten­
ance In that they should 
be varnished regularly 
to keep them waterproof 
BO there will be less 
stretch or sag to the raw- 
hide. They must also be 
stored out of reach of 
rodents. Chestnut Canoe 
C/ompany snowshoes are 
considered to bo the best 
In this type and are most; 
In demand for industrial 
and commercial use.
All-plastic snowshoes 
are now on the market 
under $20. Pastic and
Canada’s largest-selling rye whisky.
Blcruled and bottled by Joseph H. .Sengrarn & Sons, Lid., rieht here in B.C.
Buckling seat and shoulder belts ;s an idea you can live with
Some oi the ec^uipment illustrated is optional at cost
of people are confused by our 
Vega Hatchback Hutchback. Some think 
itscar: Some say its more of a tent.
But do you want to know what a Hutch 
on a Hatch really is? It's a hotel. On 
wheels. Not your everyday, luxury hotel. 
But still, a hotel,
Complete with a wall to wall bed.
whenever you can find it,
The Vega Hatchback 
with a Hutch.
See one at your 
Chevrolet dealer's.
And pleasant dreams.
